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SUMMARY 
This research addresses the problem of developing a 
usable methodology with which to compare the effectiveness 
of univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA), on the basis of powers of the 
tests, for use in comparative operational testing. The 
scope of the research was limited by considering only 
completely-crossed designs; two-factor, fixed-effects models; 
equal cell sample sizes; and no effect due to operators. In 
addition, it was assumed, that an estimate of the multi-
response correlation matrix is available. 
In order to make analysis possible, a procedure with 
which to determine the power of the MANOVA test was required. 
The MANOVA power function is not known in a closed or usable 
form; consequently, a Monte Carlo procedure was devised to 
determine the power of the MANOVA test. The maximum likeli­
hood form of the MANOVA test s tat is t ic was utilized due to 
its ease of computation and attendant power considerations. 
Three MANOVA power criteria were developed which are 
extensions of the ANOVA power cri teria . The following gen­
eral results were found to hold for the MANOVA power function 
1. Power is a decreasing function of the dimension 
of the mu1tiresponse. 
vi i i 
2. Power is an increasing function of the size 
departure from the null hypothesis. 
3. Power is an increasing function of sample size. 
4. Power is an increasing function of the prob­
ability of Type I error. 
5. Power is an increasing function of -log |P | , where 
P is the correlation matrix of the mul tiresponse 
A methodology was developed, using the MANOVA Monte 
Carlo power procedure, for comparing the effectiveness of 
ANOVA with MANOVA for a correlated set of responses, under 
the assumption that the system in question satisfies the 
assumptions required for both techniques. An example of the 
use of the methodology is included. A FORTRAN IV listing of 





Department of the Army Major Systems Acquisition Procedure 
The procedure by which the Department of Defense 
acquires a major defense system is well structured and rein­
forced with safeguards to prevent the acquisition of unneces­
sary or unsatisfactory systems. The procedure utilized by 
the Department of the Army for major systems acquisition 
complements and closely parallels the procedure employed by 
the Department of Defense.. Highly regulated measures are 
utilized to insure that only those systems for which a valid 
need exists are acquired by the Department of Defense. The 
measures are described at some length in various Department 
of Defense directives (8,21,22) . 
Prior to full production and deployment, a major 
system will pass through three previous phases after it has 
been determined by the Army Staff that a valid requirement 
exists for the proposed system. The first phase is the 
conceptual development phase during which the systems hard­
ware is in an experimental prototype configuration. The 
second phase is the full scale development phase during 
which the systems hardware is in an engineering development 
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prototype configuration. The third phase is the full scale 
development phase during which the systems hardware is in a 
production prototype configuration (8) . 
The Secretary of Defense must give his approval 
before a major system may transition from one phase to the 
next. A permanent advisory body, The Defense Systems 
Acquisition Review Council (DSARC), is in being to provide 
information and recommendations to the Secretary of Defense 
whenever program decisions become necessary. Principal mem­
bers of the DSARC include the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
and those Assistant Secretaries of Defense for systems within 
their areas of responsibility. A scheduled meeting of the 
DSARC precedes the Secretary of Defense's decision whether to 
proceed with system development at each phase transition 
point. 
At each phase transition point the Secretary of 
Defense may opt to terminate the system, permit the system 
to proceed to the next phase, or retain the system in its 
present phase for remedial action (22). 
Within the Department of the Army there exists a 
procedure which parallels and precedes the DSARC procedure. 
Another permanent advisory body, the Army Systems Acquisition 
Review Council (ASARC), is in being to provide the DSARC with 
the Army's recommendation at each phase in the acquisition 
process. The ASARC is a high-level body chaired by the Vice 
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Chief of Staff of the Army. Its principal members include 
the Commander of the U. S. Army Materiel Command, the Com­
mander of the U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, the 
Chief of Research, Development, and Acquisition, and various 
Assistant Secretaries of the Army. Scheduled meetings of 
the ASARC precede those of the DSARC. 
It is important to remember that the final decision at 
each phase transition point rests with the Secretary of 
Defense. This is in keeping with the principle of civilian 
control of the military acquisition process (8). 
Requirement for Testing 
Testing of a major system is conducted to determine 
whether the system meets its technical and operational re­
quirements. For the purposes of acquisition, testing is 
grouped into two categories: Developmental Testing (DT) and 
Operational Testing (OT). DT and OT differ in their objec­
tives. DT is conducted in order to determine whether the 
engineering design and development process is complete, to 
determine whether the design risks have been minimized, and 
to determine whether the system will meet its specifications. 
OT is conducted to estimate the system's military worth in 
comparison with competitor systems, to estimate its opera­
tional effectiveness and suitability in its environment, 
and to determine whether the system requires modification 
(8). 
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Normally three distinct DT and OT are conducted for 
each major system. One DT and OT precedes each of the three 
scheduled meetings of the ASARC and DSARC. Figure 1 depicts 
the relationship between the DT, OT, ASARC, and DSARC. 
Results of the DT and OT are reported directly to the ASARC 
for inclusion in its recommendation to the DSARC. The DT 
and OT are required to be evaluated independently of each 
other (8). This research will be concerned with OT only. 
Operational Testing 
Operational testing is conducted by an organization 
independent of the developing/procuring and using organiza­
tions. OT is accomplished using typical user/operators, 
crews, or units in as realistic an operational environment 
as possible. The OT are conducted in such a manner as to 
provide the necessary data to estimate: 
1. The military uti l ity, operational effectiveness, 
and operational suitability of the system. 
2. The system's desirability, considering systems 
already in service and other competing developmental systems, 
and the system's operational benefits and burdens from the 
user's viewpoint. 
3. The need for modification of the system. 
4. The adequacy of doctrine, organization, operating 
techniques, tact ics , and training for system employment. 
5. The adequacy of maintenance support for the 
system. 
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Figure 1. Defense Systems Acquisition Process 
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6. The system's performance in a countermeasures 
environment. 
The operational testor prepares an independent evalu­
ation after each OT and reports the results directly to the 
ASARC. Throughout the process the OT will emphasize the 
comparative evaluation of the new system with existing sys­
tems and competitor developmental systems. The U. S. Army 
Test and Evaluation Agency is designated as the agency 
responsible for OT on major defense systems (6, 7 ) . 
Command and Control Systems 
During the last decade the U. S. Army has expended 
a great deal of time and money to develop and deploy a num­
ber of sophisticated tactical command and control systems. 
For the purpose of this research a tactical command and 
control system is defined as an arrangement of personnel, 
faci l i t ies , and the means for information acquisition, pro­
cessing, and dissemination employed by a commander in plan­
ning, directing and controlling tactical operations. Recent 
tactical command and control systems under development in­
clude the Tactical Operations Systems (TOS), a division-
level command and control system; the TSQ-73, an air defense 
command and control system; and TACFIRE, an artil lery fire 
control and fire support command and control system. 
Measures of effectiveness employed in the operational 
test and evaluation of tactical command and control systems 
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vary; however, due to the nature of these systems, rarely 
will the measures of effectiveness be independent of each 
other (55). For instance, in a division-level command and 
control system such measures of effectiveness as fraction 
of available planning time passed to subordinate echelons 
and time required to prepare staff actions are highly cor­
related (55). 
It is U. S. Army policy that preference be given to 
evolutionary development of existing systems. Consequently, 
developmental command and control systems will be tested and 
evaluated in comparison with existing command and control 
systems as a rule. The U. S. Army Training and Doctrine 
Command develops and maintains standard scenarios for use 
in the OT of command and control systems (7) . The OT are 
in effect designed experiments in which two, but rarely more 
than three, systems are compared while functioning in their 
operating environment. 
The appropriate statistical technique to utilize in 
the OT of command and control systems appears to be the 
analysis of variance. Historically, Army testors have relied 
solely upon univariate statistical techniques as the 
vehicle for comparing systems. However, in command and con­
trol systems many of the measures of effectiveness appear 
to be highly correlated. This correlation of variables 
suggests that some form of multivariate analysis may be 
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appropriate. For systems in which some groups of variables 
are correlated and some groups are not, some combination of 
univariate and multivariate techniques may be appropriate. 
A promising area for research appears to exist in developing 
a methodology for the comparison-of the applicability and 
effectiveness of univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for use in 
the comparative operational test and evaluation of tactical 
command and control systems. 
Objective, Procedure and Scope 
The primary objective of this research is to develop 
a usable methodology with which to compare the applicability 
and effectiveness of univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with multivariabe analysis of variance (MANOVA) for use in 
the comparative operational test and evaluation of alterna­
tive tactical command and control systems. The investigation 
will consist of a review of ANOVA and MANOVA techniques, the 
synthesis of a methodology for comparing the applicability 
and effectiveness of ANOVA with MANOVA, a demonstration of 
the methodology, and considerations for its application. 
The research will address the following factors: 
1. The assumptions required for each technique. 
2. The effects of departures from the required 
assumptions. 
3. The powers of the tests versus correlation, 
sample size, and probability of Type I error. 
4. The validity of probability statements concern­
ing systems parameters. 
The scope of this research.will 'be limited by three 
realistic assumptions. First , due to the prototype con­
figurations of the systems hardware and the nature of the 
specified standard scenarios used in OT, only the fixed 
effects model of ANOVA and MANOVA will be considered appro­
priate. Second, in keeping with the systems approach, equal 
cell sample sizes only will be considered appropriate for 
each technique. Third, due to the interactive nature of 
command and control systems operations and the prohibitively 
high costs involved in training more than one command and 
staff group to operate each alternative command and control 
system, operators of the alternative systems will not be 
considered a factor. In addition to the three assumptions 
listed above, in order to limit the programming which will 
be required, only two-factor, completely crossed designs 
will be considered. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF APPLICABLE STATISTICAL RESULTS AND TECHNIQUES 
Introducti on 
This chapter is intended as a brief review of the 
statistical results and techniques which may be of use in 
developing a methodology for use in comparing the applica­
bility and effectiveness of ANOVA with MANOVA. We will not 
trace the historical development of ANOVA and MANOVA; this 
chapter is not meant to honor those who have contributed 
to this branch of s tat i s t ics , nor is it intended to be a 
tutorial. Rather, we will review a number of significant 
results and techniques which may be of use to us, to include 
the univariate analysis of variance, ANOVA, the multivariate 
analysis of variance, MANOVA, correlation analysis, and the 
generation of multivariate normal random vectors. 
Univariate Analysis of Variance 
The appropriate univariate statistical model for use 
in comparing several systems is the analysis of variance, 
ANOVA. For the general fixed-effects case we would have m 
different factors with different levels of each factor. 
There would be a_ levels of factor A, b levels of factor B, 
and so on, with m levels of factor M. If we consider a 
completely crossed factorial experiment with n̂  equal 
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observations for each unique combination of factors (cell) 
we would have (nab...m) total observations. We will review 
the model and assumptions for the two-factor case; however, 
the model and assumptions are easily extended for the gen­
eral case. We will only consider completely crossed designs 
and fixed-effects models in the course of this research. 
Model and Required Assumptions 
The two-factor fixed-effects model ANOVA is 
y i j k = P + + B j + Y 1 d + e i j k (2.1) 
i = 1 ,. . . , a 
j = 1 ,. . . , b 
k = 1 , . . . ,n 
u is the mean effect common to all observations, a. is the 
effect due to level i of factor A; 3- is the effect due to 
level j of factor B. y.. is the effect due to interaction 
of level i of factor A with level j of factor B. e - j j | < 1 s 
the effect due to random error in the kth observation with 
factor A at level i and factor B at level j (49,33). 
For the purpose of estimation, inference, and hypothe 
sis testing, we must make a number of assumptions. Concern­
ing the effects due to the levels of the factors and interac 
tion we assume: 
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I «j « 0 - I 6. (2.2) 
1=1 1 j=l J 
and 
I y,, = 0 j = 1 b (2.3) 
i = l 1 J 
and 
I Y, = 0 i = 1 a (2,4) 
j = l J Concerning the random error we assume: 
e^k are distributed independently NfOjO1) (2-5) 2 
While the model is linear, it is not purely additive in that 
interaction terms exist (49). 
Hypothesis Testing 
Appropriate hypotheses which we might want to test 
include: 
H^: No effect due to factor A or a.j=0, i = l , . . . , a against 
"ir Not Hio 
H2 Q: No effect due to factor B or 3j= 0, j = l , . . . , b against 
H 2 ] : Not H2Q 
H~n: No effect due to interaction or y--=09 i = l , . . . , a 
J U 1 J j = l b 
against 
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H 3 1: Not H 3 0 
The ANOVA procedure consists of.partitioning the 
total variation (sums of squares) in the observations into 
components due to the main effects, the interaction, and 
the random error. For the two-factor model the partition is 
SST = SSA + SSB + SSA B + SSE (2.6) 
Computational formulae for the above sums of squares parti­
tion are well known and will not be given here (49, 33). 
An appropriate test stat ist ic for use in ANOVA 
hypothesis testing is based upon the F distribution. Under 
the null hypothesis, say H -j Q : a. = 0, i = l , . . . , a , we would 
reject H -| Q w i t h c o n f i d e n c e (1 - a) if 
SS./U-l) 
F o = s ^ B T ^ r r > F a ' a- 1* ^ ( " - d < 2- 7> 
where Fa, a-1, ab(n-l) is the upper (1-a) percentage point 
of the F distribution with a-1 numerator degrees of freedom 
and ab(n-l) denominator degrees of freedom (33). Quanti­
ties such as SS^/fa-l), a sum of squares divided by its 
degrees of freedom, are called mean squares; in the case of 
factor A it would be written MŜ . Similar tests are used 
for the other hypotheses (33). 
The procedure to follow in ANOVA hypothesis testing 
is to test for interaction effect f irst . If we fail to 
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reject the hypothesis of no interaction, then we may test 
the hypotheses on the main effects. However, if we reject 
the hypothesis of no interaction effect, then the main 
effects will be masked. When interaction is present we may 
employ a procedure developed by Tukey to test for main 
effects in the presence of interaction, known as "one 
degree of freedom for non-additivity" ( 1 6 , 4 9 , 5 3 ) . 
Power of the Analysis of Variance 
hypothesis given it is true, we are interested in the power 
of the test; the probability of rejecting the hypothesis 
given it is false. In order to find the power of the ANOVA 
test, it is necessary to determine the distribution of the 
test s tat i s t ic , F Q , under the alternative hypothesis. 
Graybill, Scheffe', and others have shown that under the 
alternative hypothesis FQ is distributed as a non-central F 
distribution ( 3 0 , 4 9 ) . 
effect due to factor A. In order to determine the power of 
the F test, we would need to determine: 
In addition to a, the probability of rejecting the 
For' example, consider testing the hypothesis of no 
> F a,vl,v2 1 "1 1 is true} 
= P{F vl,v2 , X > F a ,v l ,v2 } 
where F v l ,v2, X is the non-central F distribution with vl =a-l, 
1 5 
a 2 n I a • 
v2 = ab( n - 1 ) , and A = 
i=l (33). 
Rather than using tables of the non-central F dis­
tribution, we may use more convenient charts constructed by 
Pearson and Hartley. These charts plot the probability of 
Type II error (1 - power) for various vl, v2,a, and param­
eter <f>, where for the case of H l n 
we desire to detect (42). 
Estimation and Simultaneous Inference 
Unbiased, 1 east-squares estimators of the ANOVA model 
parameters are available. These estimators are readily 
yielded from the calculations necessary to test hypotheses. 
In dot notation 
(2.8) 
Since o will seldom be known we work with ratios of 2 
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An unbiased estimator of a is a = MSE (33). 
We will seldom know in advance of a test which fac­
tor effects may be significant; therefore, we would like to 
have a procedure by which we could conduct some form of 
simultaneous multiple comparison of levels should we reject 
the null hypothesis in the ANOVA test. We would like to 
know which levels of the factor under consideration caused 
the rejection of the hypothesis. Four simultaneous compari­
son procedures exist which may be applied to this problem. 
One procedure developed by Tukey is useful in comparing 
pairs of factor levels, Scheffe' has developed a procedure 
involving F projections which is more general in nature and 
can be used for contrasts involving more than two levels of 
a factor. The other two procedures are similar in nature. 
One of these two procedures is due to Newman and Keuls and 
permits simultaneous comparison of pairs of factor levels. 
The other procedure is due to Duncan and is an extension of 
the procedure of Newman and Keuls (38). 
If we are interested in making more than pairwise 
comparisons between factor levels, we would use Scheffe's 
procedure. For pairwise comparisons of factor levels we 
could use either of the other three procedures. Of these 
three pairwise procedures, Tukey's procedure is the most 
conservative, Duncan's is the most liberal, and the Newman-
Keuls procedure lies somewhere between the two. The proce-
17 
dures will not be detailed here. An excellent discussion, 
development, and comparison of the procedures can be found 
in Miller (38). 
Effects of Departures from the Assumptions 
We shall consider the effects of violations of the 
following three assumptions required in the ANOVA: 
1. Normality of the random errors. 
2. Equality of the error variance. 
3. Statistical independence of the errors. 
We shall consider these three violations one at a time for 
the fixed-effects model. Our primary interest lies in the 
effect of the violations on the probability of Type I error 
and the power of the test in hypothesis testing. 
Researchers, including Pearson and Box, have found 
that violation of normality of the errors has slight effect 
on inferences concerning means (12,41). In the fixed-effects 
ANOVA we are concerned with inferences on means. More recent 
work by Tiku has clearly demonstrated for the fixed-effects 
ANOVA that nonnormality has very l i t t l e effect on either the 
probability of Type I error or the power of the test (52). 
Concerning the violation of equality of error vari­
ance, it has been determined that so long as equal sample 
sizes are taken in each cel l , the effect on the probability 
of Type I error and the power of the test is slight. This 
validates our assumption that we will only consider equal 
sample sizes. However, for unequal sample sizes per cel l , 
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the effect on the probability of Type I error and the power 
of the test can be considerable (13, 49). The best insurance 
against unequal error variance appears to be equal sample 
sizes in each cell. 
Of the three violations which we consider, correla­
tion of the errors is by far the most serious. Any corre­
lation, especially serial correlation, can have an extremely 
pernicious effect on the probability of Type I error and 
the power of the test. The only known counter to correla­
tion can be applied to serial, correlation. It consists of 
estimating the serial correlation coefficient and attempting 
to estimate its effect (13). It is clear that ANOVA is an 
inappropriate model when dealing with correlated observations 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
Model and Required Assumptions 
The appropriate multivariate model for use in compar­
ing several multiresponse systems is the multivariate analy­
sis of variance (MANOVA). For the general fixed effects case 
we have m different factors, with different levels of each 
factor, and each level of a factor constituting a p * 1-dimen 
sional vector of the multiresponse. For a completely crossed 
factorial experiment withjn equal observations per unique 
combination of the factors ( ce l l ) , there would be a_ levels 
of factor A, b̂  levels of factor B, and so on, with m levels 
of factor M. In all there would be (ab...mn) total 
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observations. We will review the model and assumptions for 
the two factor fixed-effects case; however, the model and 
assumptions can be easily extended for the general case. 
The two-factor fixed-effects model is 
I i j k = y + Sfi + §j + Ii j + Sijk ( 2 - 1 3 ) (pxl) (pxl) (pxl) (pxl) (pxl) (pxl) 
i = l , . . . ,a; j = l,...,b; k = l ,. . . ,n 
Here the vector y is the effect common to all observations. 
The vector is the effect due to level i of factor A, the 
vector B. is the effect due to level j of factor B, and the 
vector y.. is the interaction effect due to level i of fac-
tor A and level j of factor B. The vector e^.^ is the effect 
due to random error with factor A at level i and factor B 
at level j on the kth observation (43,46). 
The purposes of estimation, inference, and hypothesis 
testing, we must make several assumptions. Concerning the 
effects due to the levels of factors and interaction we 
assume: 
a b 
I a. = cD = I B. (2.14) 
l^r1 j = r J 
a 
4 j = l , . . . , b ; (2.15) I Yi i i = 1 
b 
I 
j = l 
I Y i i = 0 i = l , . . . , a (2.16) 
-1 ~ 1 J 
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Concerning the random error we assume are independently 
distributed N($, z), l > <f> (43,46). 
Hypothesis Testing 
Appropriate hypotheses we might want to test include: 
H. |Q: NO effect due to factor A or a. = <j> i = l , . . . , a 
against 
H i r N o t H i o 
H^Q: NO effect due to factor B or B - = <f> j = l , against 
and 
H 2 1: Not H2 Q 
Hon: No effect due to interaction or y,.= <j> i= l , . . . ,a 
J ~ 1 J j = l , . . . ,b 
against 
H 3 ] : Not H3Q 
Unlike the ANOVA, there exists no single hypothesis 
test criterion for the MANOVA. There are three widely used 
alternative MANOVA hypothesis test criteria . They are the 
likelihood ratio criterion, the trace criterion, and the lar­
gest characteristic root criterion (39). The likelihood 
ratio criterion is generally preferred due to its ease of 
calculation and attendant power considerations (48). We 
will use only the likelihood ratio criterion. Its use 
requires one additional assumption .for the two-factor case, 
the dimension of the response, p <_ ab(n-l) (43). 
The MANOVA hypothesis testing procedure consists of 
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partitioning the total variation in the observations in a 
manner similar to the ANOVA partition. Computational formu­
lae will not be presented here; however, instead, we will 
define the following p * p matrices: 
E - matrix of error sums of squares and cross pro­
ducts. 
HI - matrix of factor A sums of squares and cross 
products. 
H2 - matrix of factor B sums of squares and cross 
products. 
H3 - matrix of interaction sums of squares and cross 
products. 
The likelihood ratio test for H^: ĉ. = <}> is to 
reject Ĥ g if 
£ + HI ^4prr <constant (2.17) 
under H^q 
1^ j j E ' + ' H T tJ ^L{Up,ql ,n (2.18) 
where p is the dimension of the response, ql = a-1 , and 
n=ab(n-l). Hence we reject Ĥ g if the test s tat is t ic is 
less than U , . The appropriate values of U are found p,ql , n 
2 
using a second order x approximation developed by Box (11, 
43). The test statist ics for H^q and H^q are similar. 
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As in the ANOVA we would test the hypothesis of no 
interaction first . If we fail to reject this hypothesis, 
we would then test the hypotheses on the main effects. 
There exists no multivariate counterpart of Tukey's "one 
degree of freedom for non-additivity"; therefore, if we 
reject the hypothesis of no interaction, we must rely on 
simpler comparison techniques to determine whether main 
effects are significant (43). 
Power of the Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
The power functions for the MANOVA test criteria are 
not known in closed form. The noncentral distributions of 
the largest characteristic root and likelihood ratio stat is­
tics have been studied in some detail recently; however, to 
date research has not yielded a usable power function for 
the MANOVA tests. It has been shown by Roy, Mikhail, and 
others that the MANOVA power is a monotonical1y increasing 
function of the noncentrality parameters of the criteria dis­
tributions (47). Using Monte Carlo methods, Gnanadesikan 
showed that the MANOVA test power is monotonically decreas­
ing with increasing dimension of the response, p, and is 
monotonically increasing with increasing probability of Type 
I error. Gnanadesikan also found that in general the likeli­
hood ratio criterion possesses better power characteristics 
than either of the other two criteria (48). The lack of a 
usable power function seems to be a major drawback when using 
the MANOVA. 
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Estimation and Simultaneous Inference 
Unbiased least-squares estimators for the MANOVA 
parameters are available. As in the ANOVA these estimators 
are readily yielded from the calculations necessary to test 
hypotheses. In dot notation 
(pxl ) 
§. = y i _ -y... i=j ,. .. ,a (2.20) (pxl) 
B, = y , -y.... j = l ,. . . ,b (2.21 ) ~ J ~ • J • ~ 
(pxl) 
Y . . - -
(pxl ) 
y,-,- - y, -y < + y... ( 2 . 2 2 ) 
i = 1 ,. . . , a ; j = 1 ,. . . , b . 
An unbiased maximum likelihood estimator of the error covar-
i a n c e matrix is 
I = K / 1 i\ E (2.23) 
where E is the p x p matrix of error sums of squares and 
cross products (24). 
A variety of techniques are available for simultane­
ous multiple comparison of levels of an effect should we 
reject the hypothesis of no effect in the MANOVA. Gabriel 
has found that so long as we are interested in contrastwise 
simultaneous inference on all linear combinations of levels, 
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including pairwise comparison, the procedure utilizing the 
union-intersection approach is the best from the standpoint 
of the probability of Type I ervror and power of the test 
(27). Confidence intervals based upon the largest character' 
istic root criterion are formed; in the event that an inter­
val contains zero, the contrast under consideration is con­
sidered to be zero (46). 
For example, consider the two-factor model we have 
used. Let â  = (a- | ,a2»>-.»a) be a nonnull vector for defin 
ing contrasts between levels of a factor. Let factor A be 
the row effect and factor B be the column effect. The 100 
(1- a) percent confidence intervals for the linear compound 
of differences in the 1th and mth row effects (levels of 
factor A) are given by: 
p _ _ | 2 x a'Ea 
£*h ( x * .h " ̂ m.h' ' 1 bnM ~- x ) £ 
^ - r r - i . n -m.ir i on(l - x ) 1 ^ ?h ( a£h"2mh ) 
i ~ n ~ A • n ~ m. n ) 
~\ 2x a'Ea 
\ bn( l -xJ (2.24) 
where x̂  ^ is the hth response mean for row level 1, E is 
the matrix of error sums of squares and cross products, and 
xa is the value from the Heck chart of the largest charac­
terist ic root distribution with parameters a, s = min(a-1 , p ) , 
m= (|a-1 -p | -1 ) /2 , and n = (ab(n-1)-p-1 ) /2. We require that 
the interaction terms be zero; otherwise, comparisons are 
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meaningless. A similar procedure exists for column levels 
(43). 
Effects of Departures from Assumptions 
Unfortunately, very l i t t l e research has been conducted 
to determine the effects of departures from the MANOVA 
assumptions. As with the ANOVA, we are concerned with viola­
tions of the following assumptions: 
1. Multivariate normality of the errors. 
2. Equality of covariance matrices. 
3. Statistical independence of the errors. 
That research in this area which has been conducted has 
addressed itself to large sample or asymptotic results. Small 
sample results appear to be extremely difficult, if not impos­
sible, to derive. 
Ito found that for large sample sizes that the viola­
tion of multivariate normality of the errors has l i t t l e effect 
when testing hypotheses concerning means (34). This result 
reflects the robustness of fixed-effects ANOVA to nonnormal-
ity. It appears that fixed-effects MANOVA tests are robust 
to violations of multivariate normality. Research has yet 
to yield general results concerning the robustness of MANOVA 
tests to unequal covariance matrices and correlation. The 
effects of departures from MANOVA assumptions on the proba­





In order to determine whether multivariate statis­
tical analysis is appropriate, we need to examine the corre­
lation structure of the responses. The most elementary 
analysis of correlation structure involves the simple cor­
relation coefficient, p. Let y.| , y2»«'-»y n be n indepen­
dent observations on a p-dimensional random vector Y. The 
covariance between the ith and jth components of Y, Y1 and 
Y ̂  , is defined as 
where a^. denotes the variance of Y . The p * p matrix of 
population covariances is defined as 
The correlation coefficient between Y and YJ is defined as 




The sample covariance matrix, S, and the sample 
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correlation matrix, R, may be found by replacing the popu­
lation covariances and correlations with their maximum 
likelihood estimators. For example, the sample correla­
tion coefficient between Y1 and YJ is 
r = —̂172 ^ l ^ i i l 1 ( 2 - 2 9 ) 
1 0 ( S i i s j , j ) 1 / 2 
where s.. is the maximum likelihood estimator of a . . . 
We may wish to test hypotheses concerning correlation 
coefficients. Under the assumption of joint normality the 
monotonic transformation 
z = tanh"1 r . . (2.30) 
vJ 
produces an asymptotic normal variate with mean 
1 + p . . 
q = 1/2 log U (2.31) 
and variance 
Var(z) = (2.32) 
as the number of observations, N, becomes large (15). 
By using this z-trans form we may test 
V p i j = po 
against 
1 i J o 
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We reject Hn if 
z - /N - 3 > Z a /2 (2.33) 
where q is the z-transform of r=p and Z a /2 is the upper 
100(1 - a) percentage point of the standard normal distribu­
tion. Confidence intervals may be constructed concerning 
the p.. and expressions for the power of the test are avail-
able (39). 
Multiple Correlation 
When considering a p-dimensional response vector, in 
addition to simple correlation, we will usually be interested 
in the multiple correlation of a given response component with 
the other p-1 response components, or a linear combination 
of the other p-1 response components. The multiple correla­
tion coefficient, P., of one response component, Y1 , with a 
linear combination of the other p-1 response components is 
defined as 
where a is the p-1 dimensional contrast vector and X is the 
vector of the other p-1 response variables. P. is the larg­
est possible correlation between Y1 and any linear combina­
tion of the other p-1 response variables (43). The quantity 
mi nation. The sample multiple correlation coefficient may 
be obtained from either the sample covariance matrix or the 
P. = max corr(Y ,a'X) (2.34) 
P. is called the population coefficient of multiple deter-
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sample correlation matrix. Let S be the sample covariance 
matrix computed from n independent observations. To find 
the multiple correlation coefficient for response component 
i, R.j , we rearrange the sample covariance matrix by replacing 
the 1st response with the ith response and partitioning the 
covariance matrix as follows 
where s^ is now s ^ , S^2 1 s the.p-1 covariance matrix of 
the other p-1 remaining response components, and 1 S the 
p-1 vector of sample correlations between response i and the 





12-22 -12 (2.36) 
1 1 
We may be interested in testing the hypothesis 
H P. = 0 
against 
H 1 ' P. > 0 
We would reject Hn if 
Q = 
(n-p) 
> F P-1 ,n-p (2.37) 
1-R,2 (p-1) a 
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where n is the number of observations, p is the dimension 
of the response, and F is the upper 100(1 - a ) percentage point 
Of the F distribution (43). 
Independence of k Variates 
We may be interested in determining whether a set of 
k multivariate normal response variates is independent. An 
appropriate hypothesis to test would be 
HQ: P - I 
against 
H1 : P f I 
where P is the k * k population correlation matrix and I is 
the k x k identity matrix. We would reject HQ if 
xo = " ( N " 1 " ^ T ^ ) l o g | R | > x 2«,l/2k(.k-l) (2.38) 
where R is the k x k sample correlation matrix, N is the 
number of independent observations from N(y, z ) , and x is 
2 
the upper-tail x distribution (9 ,39) . This test would be 
appropriate before proceeding with any multivariate analysis. 
Independence of k Sets of Variates 
In addition to determining whether a set of variates 
is independent, we will often be interested in determining 
whether k sets of multivariate normal variates are mutually 
independent. If the jth of k sets contains p. variates, 
then we may partition the gross covariance matrix into sub-
matrices z. . of dimension p. x p - . An appropriate hypothesis 
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to test would be 
H 




For a sample of size N independent observations from a mul-
tovariate normal population, we would compute R, the sample 
correlation matrix, and partition it as above. To test H Q 
we use a test stat ist ic due to Wilks 
V = TR M P 1 ? 1 TR r (2.39) 
I5ii II 5221 *'* 1 ~kk 1 
Box has shown that the stat ist ic 
log V - x 2 
a , f 
(2.40) 
where 
C"1 = 1 -
( 2S -j + 3S 2) 
(2.41 ) 1 2 f ( N - 1 ) 
f = S 2/2 (2.42) 
S i = ( I Pi) " I j=l,2 J i=l 1 i=l 1 
k i k 
° (2.43) 
We would reject H N if xl > x 2 f (11,39,57). 
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Generation of Multivariate Normal Random Vectors 
Generation of Univariate Normal Random Variates 
In order to investigate the MANOVA power function, 
we wi11 require a procedure with which to generate multi­
variate normal random vectors. In order to generate these 
random vectors we require a procedure with which to generate 
independent univariate normal variates. Box and Muller have 
derived a direct transformation of uniform deviates which 
produces the desired variates. Let Û  and Uj + -| be indepen­
dent deviates from a Uniform (0,1) distribution; these devi­
ates may be obtained from any valid uniform deviate genera-
tor. In order to generate variates from N(y, a ) we trans­
form the uniform deviates as follows: 
x. = y + (-2a2 log Uj ) 1 / 2 C O S ( 2 T T U J . + 1 ) (2.44) 
x j + 1 = y + (-2a2 log U j .) 1 / 2 sin(27TU j +1 ) (2.45) 
o 
and Xj + .| will be independent variates from N(y, a ) (14). 
Generation of Multivariate Normal Random Vectors 
In order to generate p-dimensional random vectors 
from the multivariate normal population N(y, E ) we use a 
fundamental theorem from multivariate analysis. If z' = 
(z -j , Z£ ,. • . , z p ) are p independent observations from N(0, 1 ) , 
then the p-dimensional vector, X from N(y, E ) may be repre­
sented as 
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X = CZ + u (2.46) 
where C is a unique lower triangular matrix satisfying 
(58) 
Z = C C' (2.47) 
The matrix C may be computed by a computational routine 
devised by Scheuer and Stoller (50). 
Hence the generation of X from N(y, z) takes three 
steps: 
1. Computation of the C matrix. 
2. Generation of p independent variates from N(0, 1). 
3. Application of (2.46) above. 
This procedure will be of great utility in studying the 
MANOVA power function. 
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CHAPTER III 
MANOVA POWER GENERATION 
Introduction 
In order to make any meaningful analysis possible, 
we require a procedure which will enable us to obtain the 
power of the MANOVA test in a form useful to us in opera­
tional testing. Gnanadesikan has investigated the MANOVA 
power function in terms of the noncentrality parameters of 
the characteristic roots of a matrix using Monte Carlo meth­
ods (48). However, the noncentra1ity parameters, as well as 
the distribution of the characteristic roots of a matrix, 
are of minimal use in operational testing. We require the 
power of the MANOVA test in terms of the MANOVA model. We 
will propose a procedure with which we may determine the 
power of the MANOVA test in terms of departures from the 
model assumptions. This procedure should be of greater use 
to operational testors than the procedure involving the non-
central ity parameters of the characteristic roots of a matrix. 
MANOVA Power Criteria 
Under the usual MANOVA assumptions we would be inter­
ested in determining the power of the test, 
P{Reject Hn|Hn is false}, (3.1) 
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in terms of the hypothesis we are testing. In the ANOVA 
for a given test on a main effect, say factor A, we would 
be interested in the power of the test to detect departures 
from the assumptions of the form 
? 2 
i ^ L - = constant (3.2) 
a 
It seems appropriate that a similar form may be of use for 
the MANOVA. We will now propose three useful forms of the 
MANOVA power criterion. 
A typical hypothesis which we test in the MANOVA is 
that of no main effect. Consider the two-factor, p-dimen­
sional MANOVA model. One hypothesis which we might test 
would be that of no main effect due to factor A, H q : a . = <{> i = 1 , . . . , a 
against 
H-j : a. f 4> for at least one i 
It seems that we would now be interested in the power of the 
test to detect departures from the assumptions in norm of 
the form 
(3.3) 
where D« is the euclidean norm of the p component departures. 
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We may also be interested in the power of the test to detect 
departures from the assumptions of the form 
a , 2 
1-1 ^ 
Dg = max j = l , . . . , p (3.4) 
j j j 
where Dg is the supremum norm of the p component departures. 
From the above it is clear that for the general p-dimensional 
case 
Ds < D? < /p Ds (3.5) 
In addition to the criteria proposed above, we may 
be interested in detecting one of the p component departures 
at some level with the other p-1 components at some much 
lower random levels. For example, we might desire to detect 
a . o 
i i.,J)2 
i = 1 
component j at = D. and the other p-1 component 
departures at levels from the distribution Uniform (0,D./R) 
where R = 1,2,..., to be selected. This third criterion will 
be especially useful when comparing the relative effective­
ness of ANOVA with MANOVA. 
Monte Carlo Power Generation 
Introducti on 
A Monte Carlo approach to determining the power of 
the MANOVA seems appropriate as the MANOVA power function 
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is not available in a usable form. This approach is espe­
cially inviting when we consider the wide availability in 
the U. S. Army of fast, large, time-shared computer systems. 
Our general approach will be to generate random observa­
tions which satisfy the MANOVA model of interest and the 
size and type component departures we desire to detect. 
Once we generate the observations, we compute the MANOVA 
test to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis and 
record the results. We repeat this procedure a large number 
of times. The power of the test will then be the ratio of 
the number of times we rejected the null hypothesis to the 
total number of tests we conducted. 
In addition to the usual MANOVA calculations, with 
sample size, n, and component departures we desire to detect, 
we must be able to accomplish the following: 
1. Randomly assign the p component departures in 
such a manner that they satisfy the MANOVA power criterion 
we desire to use. 
2. For each j = l , . . . , p , randomly assign the a compo-
a . ? 
nents, a ? , of each D. such that = D. and Y a? = 0. 
1 J ° j j J i=l 1 
3. Obtain an estimate of the response correlation 
structure in the form of a p * p correlation matrix. 
4. Randomly generate p-dimensional error vectors 
from N(y, E ) . 
Due to the nature of our form of the MANOVA test procedure 
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it is not necessary to assign departure components to fac­
tors other than the one under consideration. 
Random Assignment of Departure Components 
In order to randomly assign the p departure compo­
nents, we follow three different procedures depending upon 
whether we use the euclidean norm, the supremum norm, or 
set one component departure and randomly assign the other 
components small departures. For the euclidean norm we use 
the fo11owi ng procedure where r . is 
J 
Uni form (0,1 ) distribution. 
1 • J = 0, Y = D?2 
2 • J = j + 1 
3 . D. = Y x r . 
J J 
4 . Y = Y - D. 
J 
5 . If j < p-1, go to step 2 
6 . D = Y 
P 
7 . D . 
J 
= ( D d ) 1 / 2 J-1 p 
For the supremum norm we use 
where r . 
j 
i s a random variate with U 
1 • J = 0, Y . Ds 
2 . J = j + 1 
3 . D. = Y x r . 
J J 
4 . If j < p-1 go to step 2 
5 . D = Y 
P 
In order to insure randomness the order in which the p compo­
nent departures are assigned would be randomized for both the 
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This set is the intersection of the boundary of a closed 
ball with a hyperplane in euclidean a-space. For a > 2, the 
problem is not easily solved except by resorting to a non­
linear optimization procedure: 
a 
Minimize Y a . 
i = l 1 
euclidean and supremum norms. 
For the case in which we desire to set one component 
departure, D ^ , to a certain level and the others to small 
random levels, we use the following procedure where r. is 
a random variate with Uniform (0,1) distribution and R=l,2,. . 
to be selected. 
1• j = 0, Y = Dk 
2. j = j + 1 
3. If j = k, D. = Y, go to step 2 
J 
4. D . = r . x Y/R 
J J 
5. If j <p, go to step 2 
In this case we would not randomly assign the order in which 
we assign the component departures for obvious reasons. 
Random Assignment of Component Factor Levels 
In randomly assigning the a factor levels for each 
component departure we face an additional constraint. We 
must randomly select a point from the set 
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Subject to: I a. = D. 
i=l 1 J 
by starting at a random starting point and using a penalty 
method. The problem may be solved best by a computer algo­
rithm due to Bazaraa on the order of 10 to 100 milliseconds 
of CPU time (10). 
If we are interested in saving computer time we may 
resort to an approximate method which yields fairly close 
results. The procedure is as follows where r^ is a random 
variate distributed Uniform (0 ,1 ) . 
1. N = a/2, REM = aMod 2 
2. k = 0 
3. k = k + 1 
4. If N = 1, go to step 8 
5 - Dk = rk * D j 
6. D j = Dd - Dk 
7. If k < N-1, go to step 3 
8. D k + 1 = D. 
9. k = 0, 1 = 0 
10. k = k + 1 
1 1 . 1 = 1 + 2 
12. « j - -Dk//2 
13. a J + 1 - Dk//2 
14. If k < N, go to step 10 
15. If REM = 1 , J n M 0 = 0 
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Again in order to insure randomness we will randomly assign 
the order in which we assign the component factor levels. 
This procedure will indicate a slightly lower power for even 
numbers of levels and a slightly higher power for odd num­
bers of levels. See Appendix A for details. 
Response Correlation Structure 
In the MANOVA we consider the response correlation 
structure to be reflected by the error correlation or covar­
iance matrix. Two situations will generally prevail con­
cerning our knowledge of the correlation structure in oper­
ational testing. In the first situation we will have some 
objective estimate of the correlation structure in the form 
of a sample correlation or covariance matrix obtained from 
prior experimentation. In the second situation we will have 
no objective estimate of the correlation structure, but we 
will have some subjective estimate. This subjective estimate 
of the correlation structure, in the form of a correlation 
matrix, will usually be obtained from the project managers 
and combat developers of the systems under consideration. 
Rarely, if ever, will there be no knowledge of the response 
correlation structure. 
Random Generation of Error Vectors 
In order to generate multivariate normal p-dimensional 
random error vectors from N(y,z), we apply the results 
reviewed in Chapter II. In order to do so we require a 
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generator of Uniform (0 ,1 ) random deviates and a generator 
of Normal (0 ,1) variates. We then follow the procedure 
previously outlined: 
1. Compute the p x p matrix C, such that C C = z 
2. Generate a p * 1 vector Z whose components are 
independent variates from N(0,1) 
3. Apply the transformation X = CZ + y. The vector 
X will be from the population N(y, z). 
N applications of the above procedure will result in N 
mutually independent p-dimensional vectors from N(y, z). 
MANOVA Power Generation Procedure 
In order to simplify our computations we will use a 
standardization transformation on all the responses. We 
will apply the following transformation 
yJ = y V / 2 (3 .6) 
(a. . ) , / 2 
For original y distributed N(y, z), the transformed y' will 
be distributed N (<j>, P), where P is the population correla­
tion matrix. This transformation will greatly simplify the 
MANOVA power calculations and permit us to express the compo 
nent departures in standardized units of component variances 
of 1. The transformation will not effect the MANOVA test 
stat ist ic because of the well known result that the determin 
ant of a covariance matrix is equal to the product of the 
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component variances multiplied by the determinant of the 
corresponding correlation matrix. 
The procedure we will use to determine the power of 
the MANOVA test for a given probability of Type I error, 
a, sample size, n, and correlation matrix, P, is as fol­
lows: 
1. Select the MANOVA model, for example, a completely-
crossed, two factor, p-dimensional MANOVA model. 
2. Estimate the response correlation structure, P. 
3. Select the hypothesis we desire to test, for 
example, no effect due to factor A. 
4. Select the type and size component departures 
we desire to detect. 
5. Select the number of Monte Carlo iterations, NR, 
we desire to run. 
6. For each Monte Carlo iteration, randomly assign 
the component departures and component departure levels, as 
appropriate. 
7. For each model index combination, for example the 
two-factor MANOVA model above, i , j ,k , generate an error vec­
tor e... from N(<J>, P) and apply the model with all effect 
levels zero except the effect being tested, for example, 
* U K = ?1 + S I J K -
8. Compute the MANOVA test s ta t i s t i c , compare it 
with the critical value of the test, and record the results. 
9. Repeat steps 5 - 8 NR - 1 times. 
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10. Compute the power of the MANOVA test: 
p _ number of hypotheses rejected rower N R 
In his Monte Carlo power studies Gnanadesikan found that 
NR = 500 is adequate; the author has found the same number 
to be adequate also. 
A complete FORTRAN IV program with necessary subrou­
tines for use on a UNIVAC 1108 computer system, written and 
validated by the author, appears at Appendix A. This pro­
gram is written to be used to find the power of the MANOVA 
test for a main effect in a two-factor, p-dimensional 
MANOVA model for p = 1 , . . . , 2 0 ; a = . 0 0 , . . . , 1 . 0 0 ; and any 
applicable number of factor levels up to twenty for each 
factor. The program permits use of either one of the three 
power criteria . The program uses the approximate method of 
assigning the component departure levels. It is entirely 
interactive and requests any information it requires. 
A formal validation of the power program was not 
accomplished; however, each subroutine, as well as the main 
program, was validated separately. In addition, the multi­
variate normal generator portion of the program was tested 
for goodness of fit of the marginal distributions using a 
ten-cell x goodness-of-fit test at a = .05. Using sample 
sizes of 10,000 with different mean vectors and covariance 
matrices, the generator at no time produced a sample which 
caused rejection at the stated confidence level. The sample 
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covariance matrix entries computed from the different samples 
never varied from the true values by more than five percent. 
Although an investigation of the MANOVA power func­
tion was beyond the scope of this research, the author inves­
tigated a number of different two-factor MANOVA models. The 
following general statements concerning the power of the two-
factor MANOVA tests were found to hold for a wide variety 
of problems: 
1. Power is a decreasing function of the dimension 
of the response. 
2. Power is an increasing function of the size 
departure to detect. 
3. Power is an increasing function of sample size. 
4. Power is an increasing function of the probability 
of Type I error, a. 
5. Power is an increasing function of -log|P|, where . 
P is the correlation matrix of the multiresponse. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
We return now to the primary objective of this 
research: to develop a methodology for use in comparing 
the applicability and effectiveness of ANOVA with MANOVA 
for use in the operational test and evaluation of alterna­
tive command and control systems. Clearly, MANOVA is the 
preferred procedure for use in evaluating systems with cor­
related measures of effectiveness as it provides for joint 
comparison of the measures. On the other hand, we may always 
conduct ANOVA on each individual measure at the cost of for­
saking the systems approach to comparison. We initially 
proposed to compare the applicability and effectiveness of 
ANOVA with MANOVA using the following four factors: 
1. The assumptions required for each model. 
2. The effects of departures from the required 
assumptions. 
3. The powers of the tests versus correlation, 
sample size, and the probability of type I error. 
4. The validity of probability statements concerning 
systems parameters. 
During our survey of the literature we discovered that l i t t l e 
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research has been conducted concerning the effects of depart­
ures from MANOVA assumptions. On the other hand, a fair 
amount of research has been conducted concerning the effects 
of departures from ANOVA assumptions. Due to the great dis­
parity between the known results in the two areas, we are 
unable to make valid comparisons on the basis of factors 1 
and 2. However, it is clear that when departures from 
assumptions are suspected, ANOVA is preferred to MANOVA as 
the effects of departures are fairly well known for ANOVA. 
As stated previously, we clearly prefer MANOVA to 
ANOVA for use on systems with correlated measures of effec­
tiveness. Using MANOVA techniques, we may construct joint 
confidence intervals on systems parameters. We may not do 
so when utilizing ANOVA on each measure of effectiveness 
individually. Obviously, we may not compare ANOVA with 
MANOVA on the basis of factor 4, other than to note that 
MANOVA provides joint probability statements, whereas ANOVA 
does not. 
We may, however, compare ANOVA with MANOVA on the 
basis of factor 3. We have developed in Chapter III a pro­
cedure with which we may determine the power of the MANOVA 
in a form useful in comparison of ANOVA with MANOVA. We 
will concentrate our efforts now on developing a methodology 
for comparing the effectiveness of ANOVA with MANOVA on the 
basis of factor 3. We will assume hereafter that the system 
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in question meets the assumptions for both the ANOVA and 
MANOVA models. 
Segregating the Measures of Effectiveness 
Separation of Independent Measures 
Clearly, a comparison of the effectiveness of ANOVA 
with MANOVA is not applicable for independent measures of 
effectiveness. Given the overall set of measures of effec­
tiveness, our first task should be to separate all indepen­
dent measures from the rest. We accomplish this task by 
examining the measures of effectiveness correlation matrix. 
If our estimate of the correlation matrix is subjective, we 
separate those measures which have zero simple correlation 
with all other measures. These independent measures will 
form the set, I, of mutually independent measures. 
If our estimate of the correlation matrix is objective, 
we may use certain statistical tests to help us separate the 
independent measures. Consider that we have p systems meas­
ures of effectiveness. We would compute the sample multiple 
correlation coefficients, R., i = l , . . . , p , using the proce­
dure of 2.36. Then we would test each of the p hypotheses 
of the form 
v pi • 0 
against 
H n : P. > 0 1 i 
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using the procedure of (2.37) . Those measures for which we 
fail to reject the above hypotheses will form the set, I, of 
mutually independent measures. Whether our estimate of the 
correlation structure is objective or subjective, we will 
obtain a set of mutually independent measures; the set may 
be empty. These measures must be analyzed using ANOVA. 
Grouping of Independent Sets of Measures 
After separating the independent measures from the 
rest, we would like to group the remaining measures into k 
sets of measures which are correlated within sets, but inde­
pendent between sets. Let us designate these sets C., 
i= l , . . . ,k . If our estimate of the correlation structureis 
subjective, we make the groupings on the basis of the sub­
jective correlation matrix only. If our estimate of the 
correlation structure is objective, we may, in addition to 
grouping based upon the correlation matrix, test whether the 
sets of measures we have formed are mutually independent 
using the procedure of (2.39) and (2 .40) . Also, we may test 
to insure that each set is correlated using the procedure of 
(2.38) . 
For these k independent sets of correlated measures, 
C., i= l , . . . ,k MANOVA is the appropriate procedure to utilize. 
With the completion of grouping each measure of effectiveness 
into the set of independent measures, I, or one of the sets 
of correlated measures, C\, i= l , . . . ,k , we are ready to pro­
ceed with the comparison of the effectiveness of ANOVA with 
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MANOVA for each correlated set, C., i= l , . . . ,k . 
Determining the Powers of the Tests 
ANOVA Power 
For each measure of effectiveness, the operational 
testor must specify: 
1. a , the probability of Type I error desired. 
2. n m a x » t n e maximum sample size permitted. 
a ^ 2 
3. I a - / a = D, the component departure to detect. 
i=l 1 
4. (1 - 6 ) , the power of the test desired. 
a and (1 - $) should be the same for each measure; however, 
nmax a n c * ^ c o u ^ v a r v - Given the above we may determine the 
fol1owi ng : 
1. The sample size that is required for the desired 
power, n 
K ' anova 
2. The power corresponding to the maximum sample size 
permitted, r» m a x . 
1 and 2 would be accomplished using the procedures outlined 
in Chapter II. 
In some cases the maximum size permitted, nm_ . may 
max 
be insufficient to achieve the desired power. When this 
situation arises, it must be reconciled by adjusting either D, or n , or both. In any case, the ANOVA sample size max / r 
which is required for the desired power, n a n o v a » must be 
computed for each measure of effectiveness. 
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MANOVA POWER 
In addition to the parameters provided for each 
individual measure of effectiveness, the operational testor 
must specify for each independent set of correlated measures, 
C.j , i = l , . . . , k , the following: 
1. a , the joint probability of Type I error. 
2. (1 - e), the joint power desired. 
3. R, the ratio of the primary component departure 
to the maximum departure of the other components. 
The maximum sample sizes, permitted, as well as the depart­
ures to detect, would be previously specified. The joint a 
and (1 - B) should be the same as those specified for the 
ANOVA. 
For each correlated set, , i = l , . . . , k , we will have 
p. measures of effectiveness. For each measure of effec-
tiveness Y J , j = l , . . . , p . , we will have its associated a , (1-$), 
"may i» " a n n w a i 3 11 d D i ' F ° r e a C n S e t C -i » 1 = 1 , - - - » k , We Will il a A j a iiu Va J J I 
have a joint a , ( 1 - B ) , and R .̂ As stated previously the a , 
and (1 - B) should be the same for both joint and univariate 
cases. 
Given the parameters for each correlated set, C., 
i= l , . . . ,k , we are interested in determining the power of 
the MANOVA in such a way as to permit us to compare its 
effectiveness with that of the ANOVA. Ideally, we would want 
the MANOVA test to reject the null hypothesis if only one of 
the p. measure departures is not zero. One approach would 
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be, for each measure in the set, Y J , j = l , . . . , p . , in turn, 
set its component departure to its corresponding D. and 
3 
all other component departures to zero and determine the 
sample size required to achieve the desired power, n 
r manova j 
Should this sample size be less than or equal to the sample 
size required to achieve the same ANOVA power, n ., 
r anova j 
then we would consider MANOVA more effective than ANOVA for 
that measure. 
Perhaps, the arbitrary setting of the other p -̂1 
measure departures to zero may be unrealistic. It would be 
more intuitively appealing to set the other P^-l measure 
departures to some random level significantly lower than the 
primary measure departure. Let us randomly assign these 
other p.-l measure departures levels which are distributed. 
Uniform (0, D./R.) where D. is the desired departure to 3 "• 3 
detect for the primary measure under consideration and R. is 
the ratio provided by the operational testor. 
For each measure in a correlated set, YJ , j = l , . . . , p . 
we would apply the above procedure, finding the sample size 
required for the desired MANOVA power, n m a n o v a j - After 
completing the above procedure we would have for each measure 
in the correlated set: 
1. a, the probability of Type I error. 
2. (1 - 3 ) , the power desired. 
3. D., the measure departure to detect. 
3 
4. n the maximum sample size permitted. 
max j 
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5. n a n 0 v a j ' t ' i e N̂OVA sample size required to 
achieve the desired ANOVA power. 
6- n m , M r t w , the MANOVA sample size required to anova j v ^ 
achieve the desired MANOVA power. 
Trading Joint Inference for Power 
For a correlated set of measures, C., i= l , . . . , k , we 
are constrained by the minimum sample size in the set, n
m,-„ = mi'n(̂««ŵ  a)* SO f a r as MANOVA sample size is con-mi n anova j r 3 
cerned for the system as a whole. If we are unable to 
achieve the desired MANOVA power for each of the p. measures 
in the set using the nmi-n» then we must develop a procedure 
to remove measures from the correlated set, one at a time, 
so as to improve the MANOVA power of the remaining p̂ -1 
measures in the set.. We already know that the MANOVA power 
will improve mono tonica11y with a decrease in the dimension 
of the response. Since we are constrained by n . , it would r J m i n 
seem that the appropriate measure to remove would be the 
measure corresponding to the n . . In the event of more than y 3 min 
one measure corresponding to the n . , it would seem reason-
r • • min 
able to remove the measure with the smallest MANOVA power. 
After removing the measure selected we would recompute the 
n . for the remaining measures and the n . of the manova j 3 min 
remaining measures. If at this time all of the measures 
remaining in the set achieve the desired power with ri „ . 
3 r manova j less than or equal to n . , we stop; MANOVA is more effective n min r 
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than ANOVA for those measures remaining in the set. If we 
are not able to achieve the desired power with all n 
r manova j 
less than or equal to n m i - n » we remove the appropriate meas­
ure and repeat the procedure. 
In the course of carrying out the above analysis, 
one of two situations will be encountered. Either we will 
terminate the procedure'with more than one measure remaining 
in the set, or we will terminate the procedure with one 
measure remaining in the set. In the former case MANOVA is 
more effective than ANOVA for the measures remaining in the 
set, and ANOVA is more effective than MANOVA for the measures 
removed from the set. In the latter case ANOVA is more effec­
tive than MANOVA for all measures. 
Summary of the Methodology 
A summary of the methodology for comparing the effec­
tiveness of ANOVA with MANOVA under the assumption that the 
system in question meets the required assumptions for each 
model is as follows: 
1. Determine the correlation matrix for the measures 
of effectiveness. 
2. Separate the measures of effectiveness into mutu­
ally independent sets of independent measures, I, and cor­
related measures, , i= l , . . . ,k . 
3. Determine the probability of Type I error, a, 
and the power of the test, (1 - 3), to be utilized. 
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4. For each measure of effectiveness, determine 
the maximum sample size permitted, n m a x , and the univariate 
departure to be detected, D. 
5. For each measure of effectiveness, determine the 
sample size, n a n r t w . required to achieve the required power, a n o v a 
^ nanova > nmax' reconcile the difference by adjusting D 
a n d / o r "max" 
6. For each set of correlated measures of effective­
ness, C.j , i = l , . . . , k , perform the following. 
a. For each measure of effectiveness , YJ , 
j = l , . . . , p . , determine the sample size, n m a „„ w a • , required l rn a n o v a j 
to achieve the desired MANOVA power with the measure under 
consideration departure set at D., and all remaining measure 
3 
departures selected from Uniform (O.D./R.) where R. is the 
ratio chosen by the testor. 
b. If the n.m,M/%w, • are less than or equal to the 
manova j ^ n . = min(n .) for the desired power, stop; MANOVA is min . anova j ' v v 
J 
more effective than ANOVA for the measures in the set. 
c. If the n are greater than the nm. 
manova j 3 min 
for one or more measures in the set, remove from the set the measure corresponding to the n . . If more than one measure r ^ min 
corresponds to the n . , remove from the set the measure with 
min the lowest power which corresponds with the n . . Renumber r r min 
all measures in the set which remain; set p. = Pn--l. If Pn- = 1> 
stop; ANOVA is more effective than MANOVA for all original 
measures in the set . If p̂  > 1, repeat steps a through c. 
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In steps 6a through 6c above, we will achieve iden­
tical results by determining the MANOVA power for each meas­
ure of effectiveness using the n . at each stage and com-
3 min 3 
paring the power achieved to the power required instead of 
determining the MANOVA sample size, n , required to ° r ma nova 
achieve the required power. 
In the next chapter we will demonstrate the use of 
the methodology by working an example problem. 
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CHAPTER V 
DEMONSTRATION OF THE METHODOLOGY 
I ntroducti on 
In this chapter we will demonstrate the methodology 
which we developed in Chapter IV. We will use a hypotheti­
cal command and control system as vehicle. This hypothetical 
system will be known as the Brigade Antiarmor Command and 
Control System (BACCS). BACCS is designed for employment by 
U. S. Army airborne and airmobile brigades, units which are 
historically weak in antiarmor capabilities. Two competing 
forms of BACCS are under consideration for acquisition; these 
two forms are designated BACCS-I and BACCS-11. The composi­
tion of the two systems is similar; however, the two systems 
utilize different hardware. 
For OT-II, the Commander, U. S. Army Operational Test 
and Evaluation Agency (OTEA), has approved a comparative oper­
ational test of the two systems consisting of three scenarios. 
The three scenarios are: 
1. Brigade in the area defense. 
2. Brigade in the defense of an airhead. 
3. Brigade in the delay. 
The Commander of OTEA has approved seven measures of 
effectiveness designated MOE-1 through MOE-7. In addition 
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the Commander of OTEA has approved a completely crossed two-
factor experiment with equal numbers of observations per 
cell. He now desires to determine for which MOE MANOVA will 
be more effective, powerwise, than ANOVA, assuming that 
BACCS meets the assumptions required for both models. 
Correlation Structure of the MOE 
In this case we are fortunate to have an objective 
estimate of the correlation structure of the MOE. MANOVA 
was utilized for all seven MOE during OT-I; consequently, 
we have an estimate based upon an equivalent 42 observa­
tions. Recall that z = ab(n-1 ) E ( 2 - 2 3 ' - T n e M 0 E correla­
tion matrix is 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 .00 .00 - .06 -.12 .00 -.17 .16 
2 . 00 1 . 00 .01 -.11 .01 -.04 .76 
3 -.06 .01 1 .00 .68 -.49 .56 .07 
4 -.12 -.11 . 68 1 .00 -.21 .72 -.04 
5 .00 .01 -.49 -.21 1 .00 -.26 -.11 
6 -.17 -.04 . 56 .72 -.26 1 .00 -.08 
7 .16 . 76 .07 -.04 -.11 -.08 1 .00 
Were an objective estimate of the correlation structure not 
available, we would have to utilize a subjective estimate 
developed jointly by the BACCS project manager and the U. S. 
Army Training and Doctrine Command. 
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Based upon a knowledge of BACCS, we feel that only 
MOE-1 is independent of all other MOE. We desire to test 
the hypothesis 
H0: P, - 0 
against 
Hl : P-1 > 0 
Using a computer program developed by the author (Appendix 
B) we compute the sample multiple correlation coefficient 
R1 = 0.293896 
and 
= 0.086375 
Applying (2.37) we obtain the test s tat is t ic 
Rn (n-p) 
Q = 1 (.086375)(42-7) _ n , M , 2 ( y ) " ( 1 086375) (7-1 ) ' u ' 5 t ) l t ) 1-R! ( P-D 
We desire to test the hypothesis at a = .05; therefore, the 
critical value of the test is F Q ̂  g 2 5 = 2 . 3 6 . The test 
stat ist ic is less than the critical value of the test; hence, 
we fail to reject the hypothesis that M 0 E - 1 is independent 
of the other MOE. We assign M 0 E - 1 to the set of mutually 
independent measures, I. 
Based upon our knowledge of BACCS, we feel that M 0 E - 2 
and M 0 E - 7 are correlated, but independent of the other MOE. 
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we also feel that MOE-3, MOE-4, MOE-5, and MOE-6 are corre­
lated, but are independent of the other MOE. We assign 
M0E-2 and M0E-7 to correlated set C1. We assign MOE-3, M0E-4, 
MOE-5, and MOE-6 to correlated set C ?. The correlation 
matrix for the set is now the 2 x 2 matrix 
2 1.00 .76 
7 .76 1.00 
and the correlation matrix for the set is now the 4 * 4 
matrix 
3 1 .00 .68 -.49 . 56 
4 .68 1 .00 -.21 .72 
5 -.49 -.21 1 .00 -.26 
6 . 56 .72 -.26 1 .00 
We desire to test the hypothesis that sets C-| and 
are mutually independent using the procedure of (2.39) and 
(2.40) with a = .05. Using a computer program developed by 
the author (Appendix C), we determine that the test statis­
tic 
x 2 = 3.5587 Ao 
and the critical value of the test 
X 205,8 = 1 5 - 5 0 7 3 • 
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The test stat ist ic is less than the critical value to the 
test; hence, we fail to reject the hypothesis of indepen­
dence. We conclude that and C2 are independent. One 
final check upon the MOE correlation structure we will make 
is to test the hypotheses 
H 10 : ?C] = I 
against 
and 
H 20 : ?C2 = l~ 
against 
H21: ?c2 * I-
We make this check to insure that the sets are, in fact, cor-
related. 
Set C-j contains only two members, MOE-2 and MOE-7; 
therefore, we may test another form of hypothesis H-j Q: 
H10A: p27 = 0 
against 
H 1 ] A : P 2 7 f 0. 
We test hypothesis H -j Q A using the results of (2.30) through 
(2.33) . The z-transformation of r^-j - -76 is z = tan"^(.76) 
= 0.638. The test s tat is t ic is 
Iz l / i r r i = 0.638 /42 - 3 =' 3.984. 
6 2 
The critical value of the test with a = . 0 5 is Z Q 2 5 = " l - 9 6 \ 
The test stat ist ic exceeds the critical value of the test; 
hence, we reject H-|QA and conclude that M O E - 2 and M 0 E - 7 are 
correlated. 
We test h^Q using the results of ( 2 . 3 8 ) by means of 
a computer program developed by the author (Appendix D). 
T h e t e s t s t a t i s t i c i s 
4 = -(N - 1 - 2Ji_iL_5nog j ? 2 1 = . ( 4 2 - 1 - i i4 + 5 ) l o g | ? 2 | 
x 2 = 6 2 . 0 3 1 3 3 . 0 
The critical value of the test is 
X
2 - 0 5 , 6 = 1 2 . 5 9 1 5 9 , 
with a = . 0 5 . The test s tat is t ic exceeds, the critical value 
of the test; hence, we conclude that the members of set C2 
are correlated. 
With the conclusion of the above test for independence, 
we have completed the grouping of our MOE into three mutually 
independent sets: 
I = {M0E-1 } 
C T = { M O E - 2 , M 0 E - 7 } 
C 2 = ( M O E - 3 , M O E - 4 , M O E - 5 , M O E - 6 } . 
ANOVA is appropriate for M 0 E - 1 , the sole member of set I; 
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therefore, MOE-1 will not be used for the comparison of the 
effectiveness of MANOVA with ANOVA in later sections. 
ANOVA Power/Sample Size for the MOE 
The Commander of OTEA has specified that the follow­
ing parameters be used for BACCS OT-II: 
Probability of Type I error, - . 05 
Power of the test (1 - 3) - . 
75. 
These parameters will apply to both ANOVA and MANOVA. Upon 
recommendation of the staff statisticians , the Commander of 
OTEA has designated, for each MOE, the maximum sample size 
permitted, n m a x , and the departure to be detected, 
y 2 
• z • l 
D = -—^— . These parameters are shown in Table 1. 
a 








1 6 1 . 5 
2 6 1 .5 
3 4 2.0 
4 6 1 .5 
5 6 1 . 5 
6 7 1 .0 
7 6 1 . 5 
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Using the above information, we compute, for each 
MOE, the minimum sample size, n_Mrtl . required to achieve 
a n o v a 
the power desired. We accomplish this by using the proce­
dure reviewed in Chapter II. We use the Pearson-Hartley 
Charts in Hines and Montgomery (33). We enter the charts 
with the following parameters: 
a = . 05 
vl = a-1 = 1 
v2 = ab(n-l ) = 6(h-l ) 
? nD nD 
= ~a~ = ~2~ * 
The minimum sample sizes required for the ANOVA 
power desired, .75, and the probability of Type I error, 
a = .05, are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. MOE Sample Sizes for Required Power 
Maximum Departures Mi n i mum 
Sample Size To Detect Sample Size 
MOE n D n max anova 
1 6 1 .5 5 
2 6 1.5 5 
3 4 2.0 4 
4 6 1 . 5 5 
5 6 1 .5 5 
6 7 1 .0 7 
7 6 1 . 5 5 
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Comparing the Effectiveness of MANOVA with ANOVA 
For the two correlated sets, C| and C ,̂ we are now 
interested in determining for which members of these sets 
MANOVA is more effective than ANOVA from the standpoint of 
power. The Commander of OTEA has approved a ratio of R= 2 
for use in setting the random levels of the MOE in the sets 
other than the one under consideration; therefore, the other 
MOE in the sets will have their departure levels assigned 
from the distribution Uniform (0, D./2), where D. is the 
J J 
departure of the MOE under consideration. 
For set C] = {MOE-2, MOE-7) we find that n m i n = 
m i n ( n a n o v a 2'nanova 1 ] = 5 ( T a b l e 2 ) - U s i n 9 the two-factor 
MANOVA power program (Appendix I ) , we set a = .05, levels 
of factor A = 2, levels of factor B = 3, D = 1.5, sample 
size = n . = 5, R = 2, Monte Carlo iterations = 500, and 
correlation matrix = Pr . The program yields the result: 
~L1 
MANOVA power = .762. The MANOVA power is greater than the 
ANOVA power with sample size nm-j n; consequently, MANOVA is 
more effective than ANOVA for the members of set C| . We are 
able to achieve joint inference on both members of the set 
with the same sample size we would require to achieve infer­
ence on both members of the set with the same sample size 
we would require to achieve inference on the two MOE individ­
ually. 
For set C2 = {M0E-3, MOE-4, M0E-5, MOE-6} we again 
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use the two-factor MANOVA power program. We set a = .05, 
levels of factor A = 2, levels of factor B = 3, Monte Carlo 
iterations = 500, R = 2. For the four MOE in the set we 
determine n . = 4 = n„_ f , 0 . We run the power min anova 3 program 
for each MOE with sample size = n . = 4 and size min depar-
ture to detect, D = D., j = 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 . The results of these 
runs are shown in Table 3 








3 4 2.0 .614 
4 4 1.5 .482 
5 4 1 .5 .496 
6 4 1 .0 .452 
The n required to attain the desired power, .75, manova 
is greater than the n . = 4 for one or more members of the 3 min 
set; therefore, we remove from the set the MOE which corre­
sponds to the n . (MOE-3). We now determine the new nm. . 
r min min 
Set C0 now contains MOE-4, MOE-5, and MOE-6. n is now 2 min 
n , = n c = 5. With this new n . and the same anova 4 anova 5 mm 
parameters we used previously, we run the MANOVA power pro­
gram for each of the remaining MOE with the results shown 
in Table 4. 
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Table 4. MOE MANOVA Power II 
MOE 
Manova 










The n „ required to attain the desired power, .75, manova n r 
is greater than the n,„. = 5 for one or more members of the 3 m i n 
set; therefore, we remove the MOE which corresponds to the 
I n this case both MOE-4 and M0E-5 correspond to the min r 
nmin; c o n s e c i u e n t 1 y > we remove MOE-5, the MOE with the lower 
power for the same sample size. We now determine the new 
n
m - « - Set C0 now contains only MOE-4 and MOE-6. •nm. is in 2 in 
now n . = 5. With this new n . and the same parameters anova 4 min 
we used previously, we run the MANOVA power program for each 
of the two remaining MOE with the results shown in Table 5. 













Both MOE in set now achieve the desired power with 
the n . . We conclude that for MOE-4 and MOE-6 MANOVA is rrn n 
more effective, powerwise, than ANOVA. In summary, we have 
found that ANOVA is more effective than MANOVA for MOE-3 
and MOE-5; however, MANOVA is more effective than ANOVA for 
the sets C] = {MOE-2 ,M0E-7} and = {MOE-4, MOE-6}. This 
information would be transmitted to the Commander of OTEA 
for his use in BACCS OT-II. 
Although the example presented in this chapter is 
hypothetical, the same methodology can be applied to any 
system so long as an estimate of the correlation structure 
of the measures of effectiveness is available. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Limitations of the Research 
This research has been limited by the initial assump­
tions of two-factor, fixed-effects, crossed models, equal 
sample sizes per cel l , and no effect due to operators. In 
addition, due to the dearth of research concerning the 
effects of departures from MANOVA assumptions, the author 
limited the comparison of ANOVA with MANOVA to the consid­
eration of the powers of the tests under the assumptions 
that the systems in question meet the assumptions required 
for both the ANOVA and MANOVA models and that an estimate of 
the correlation structure of the measures of effectiveness 
is available. 
It is possible to formulate the MANOVA power criterion 
in a form which is meaningful to operational testors. One 
form of the MANOVA power criterion is the euclidean norm 





A second form of the MANOVA power criterion is the supremum 
norm of the p individual response departures, 
A third form of the MANOVA power criterion, one useful in 
comparing the power of the ANOVA with that of the MANOVA, 
is for k = 1 , . . . , p , in turn 
a v 2 I («•) 
D. = — and D. - Uniform (0, D./R) 
K akk J K 
for j = 1 , . . . ,p; j f k. 
The methodology developed in this research, utilizing 
the third form of the MANOVA power criterion, is a valid 
method by which to compare the effectiveness of ANOVA with 
MANOVA under the assumptions already mentioned. 
Recommendati ons 
Several recommendations for future research arose in 
the course of this research. One recommendation is to inves­
tigate the effect of serial correlation on the power of the 
MANOVA test using the MANOVA power program developed by the 
author. Another recommendation is to extend the MANOVA power 
program developed by the author so that is may handle nested, 
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multi-factor designs. The final recommendation is that the 
U. S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency implement 
the methodology developed in this research for use in its 
operational testing program. 
A P P E N D I C E S 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix contains a complete FORTRAN listing 
of the two-factor MANOVA power program along with an example 
of its use. The main program controls the subroutines, com­
putes the MANOVA test s tat i s t ics , and records the results 
of the tests. The program is entirely interactive; input is 
made in free-field format. The program listing follows the 
example of its use. 
@XQT TMANOVA.POWER 
** MANOVA POWER PROGRAM ** 
ENTER THE NR OF STARTUP RUNS FOR UNIF 
753 
ENTER THE NR LEVELS OF FACTOR A 
2 
ENTER THE NR LEVELS OF FACTOR B 
3 
ENTER THE DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE 
4 




DO YOU DESIRE TO SPECIFY ALL NORM COMPONENTS 
YES 
ENTER THE NORM INDEX TO BE SPECIFIED 
1 
WHAT NORM RATIO DO YOU WANT TO USE? 
2. 
ENTER THE SIZE NORM YOU DESIRE TO DETECT 
2. 
ENTER THE ITERATIONS SAMPLE SIZE 
500 





ENTER THE MEAN VECTOR 
0.,0.,0.,0. 
** STARTUP RUNS FOR UNIF = 753 
** LEVELS OF FACTOR A = 2 
** LEVELS OF FACTOR B = 3 
** SAMPLE SIZE = 4 
** VECTOR DIMENSION = 4 
** ITERATIONS SAMPLE SIZE = 500 
** ALPHA = .05 
** SIZE NORM TO DETECT = 2.00 
** NORM 1 IS SPECIFIED 































IS YOUR INPUT CORRECT ? 
YES 
** POWER OF THE TEST ** 
SAMPLE SIZE POWER OF THE TEST 
4 .61400 
DO YOU DESIRE TO MAKE ANOTHER RUN ? 
NO 
NORMAL EXIT. EXECUTION TIME 48812 MLSEC. 
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0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 3 0105 012 014 016 016 0120 0121 012  0123 0124 0125 0127 0128 0131 0133 0137 0139 0141 0143 014  0145 0146 0147 0148 0149 0150 0151 0152 0153 0154 015  0157 0158 0159 OlbO 
INTEGER ERROR 
COMMON / O N E / E(20»2<) ,Hi(20,20) »HO<20»2() 
COMMON /TWO/ NL 
COMMON / T H R E E / K O R D ( 2 0 ) 
COMMON / F O U R / K U S E D ( 2 0 ) 
COMMON / F I V E / SIGMA ( 2 0 , 2 0 > . . . . . . 
COMMON / S I X / CMAT(2<)'20> 





UATA KN0KM/6HEUC / 
F OKMA r ( ) F0KMAT(1H1,2X F0KAT(1H1,2X hOKMAT(lHl,2X FORAT(lhflOX 
FOKMAT( /,10X FORAT( /,10X FORMAT( /,10X FORAT( /,10X F0l<MAT( /,10X FORAT( /,1CX FORMAT( /,1CX PMAT(/rl4X, ( KTC A T( 
F ORMAT( FORAT( FORMAT( FORAT( FORMAT( FOKAT( FORMAT( FORAT(r2X FORMAT( / FORAT! FORMAT( / 1 NOR  ?') 
FOHMAT( / FORAT( / FORMA f(Ab 
ERROR**READ PAST END OF FILE**') 
E R R 0 R * * P R 0 « L E M IN C*I SQUARED ROUTINE*') Ef<ROR*pROBLEM IN G«JR ROUTINE*1) 
* * » ) MANOVA POWER PRoSRAM ALPHA =»»F5.2) VECTOR DIMENSION = t,l2) POWER OF I HE TEST **> SIZE NORM TO DETECT = *»F5,2) 
2 X , » I S YOuR INPUT CORRECT ? • ) 
2 X , * ENTER THE TYPE NORM ToU DESlRE TO USE* EITHER') 
, *EUC FOR EUCLIDEAN OR sUp FOR SUPREMUM*) 
1 0 X , ' * * NORM USED I S » , 2 A 6 ) 
/ / , 2 X , » H H DO YOU DESIRE T ° MAKE ANOTHER RUN ?•) 2X,»DO YOu DESIRE IO CHANQE ONLY SAMPLE SlZE> ALPHA' FORAT( FORMAT( FORAT( FORMAT( FORAT( FORMAT( FORAT( 
• ** 
** 
• * ** ** ** LEVELS OF FACTOR A = • ,13) SAMPLE SlZt-' F̂X* »P0*ER OF TESTO ** LEVELS OF FACTOR B = »,I3) I3rl6X,FlQ.5) 0»** SAMPLE SIZE r t*j3) G,1** ITERATIONS SAMPLE SlzE = »,I3) /HO,'** MEAN Vt-CTOR **•) /'10X,»** SIGA MATRIX **•) /»10Xr'** C MATRIX 2X,•ENTER THE SIGA MATRIX*) 2X, »ENTER THE MtAN VECTOR*) 2X,0(1X»F8.4) 
2X, »ENTER 




2X, *ENTER 2X, »ENTER ?.X, • ENTER ?X, *ENTFR ?X, »ENTER 2X, »ENTER 10X,'** STARTLE 
S I Z E NORM YOU DESIRE TO DETECT') 
THE NR OF LEVELS OF" FACTOR AM 
N« OF LEVELS OF FACTOR B») 
DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE*) 
ITERATIONS SAMPLE S I Z E ' ) 





F O R M A T < / , 2 X » ' D O YOU DESIRE RUNS FOR UNIF = •,15) 
TO SPECIFY ALL NORM COMPONENTS?') 
0161 F0KMAT(/»2X»'ENTER THE NOKM JLNDEX To B E S P E C I F I E D ' ) 
0162 FOKMATt/»10X,»*  DcOM('fl2f0) =»#F$»2> 
0163 FOKMAT(/»10X,'** NoRM »,12»° IS SPECIFIED1) 0164 FOKMAT(/»2X»'WHAT NoRM RATIO DO yO  WANT TO USE?') 0165 KORNiATt  10X, »** NoRM RATIO IS «,**5.2> UAT  IRES/6HYES / 
LXTERNAL UNlF,RNORMi,CMATlrC«IrHlN 
C C ** INpUT SECTION **  WRlTE(6r0l2) WR1TE(6»0158) KEAD(5r0Ql»END=979l> KSU 0  080  X=1»KSU Z5U=UNIFA) 080  CONTIUE 090  WRlTEt6rUl53) KEAD(5»0001»END=979I) Nl WRXTE(6»0154) KEAO(5,00l»END=979l) NJ *RiTE(6»0155) KEAD(5r0Gl»END=979i) NL WKlTE(6» Q149) READ(b»001»END=979l) Nl4 
WRlTE(6»0l50) 
KEAo(5»0&oi»END=979i) ALPHA rtF<lTE(6» 0160) KEAD(5,0151) LNOR IF (L.NOR.r\i£f IRES) GO TO 0902 
WRIfLl6»0l6l) 
REAotrOol) IDX 
WhlTE(6»0164) READ(5>QU1) RATIO 0902 fthlTEt6,Gl52) Q(5» OOCl»EN-9791) DC 4 WR1TE(6»0157) (5,0J1END=l) N  IK(LNOK.cQ.IRS) GO TO 0908 W«lTt6f 0 )̂ lE(6rl45) br ORM8 lb3 C =979l)(Sl A(I»J)»J=1,NL),1=1»NL) RX rl39ob0»ND=97D U(ÎI= ' )<30 T  9i51 iq»0r l4 H u5DG O i ALPHArt Ttl6»0 52) r«IiE6-6li)  IX 5 CL MATi wi KSU f\ (6r0l21) NI 
MfUTE(6'0l23) NJ *RXT£t6rOl25) N!<f WRlTE(6f0116) NL WRlTt(6»Ul27) NN WRXT£(6»0H1) ALPHA «RlTE(6r0l20) DC 
1FILNOR.EQ.IRES) 60 TO 916 bO TO 0917 0916 WKlTE(6,0163) IOX 
»RlTE(6»0l65) RATIO GO TO 0^30 0917 IF(NOHM.NE.KNORti) GO TO 0̂ 20 WRlTEt6»0m6) IEUC 
fcO TO 0930 0920 fcRlTE(6»0l46) ISUP 0930 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6»0131) UO 9̂ +0 I = lrNL 
WRlTE(6»0mi) (SIGMA(I»J) pJ=l'NL) 940 CONyl.JUE WRlTE(6»0l33) UO 950 I=lrNL 
WRITE (6r Olt+l) (CMATCJ ,J) »J=1»NL) 
950 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6f 0128) WRITE(6,0141)(U(I)PI=1,NL> wKiTE(6rGl43) KEAD(5,0151) IZ IF(IZ.NE.IRES) GO To 0900 POWER=0.0 C C ** COMPUTE THE CRITICAL VALUE OF THE fEST STATISTIC C CALL CRIT(Nl,NJ»NI4,NL,rALPHAffCHlNptHl»CRlTV,ERROR) IF(ERROR.EG.1) GO To 9795 
C 
C ** LOoP ON REPLICATION FOR THIS NORM ** C 00 8500 12=1»NN IF(LNOR.EQ,IRES) GO TO 0990 CALL ORDER(NL.UNIF) lF(NORM.NE.KNORM) Go TO 0970 CALL ASGNOR(DC»DCOM,UN][F) 
00 TO 099o 0970 CALL ASGMAX(DC»DCOM,UNlF) C 
C ** LOOP ON ITERATIONS *« 
C 
C 
0990 lFtLNOR.NE.lRES) GO TO 1020 UO 1000 LL=1»NL IF(LL.EO.IOX) GO TO 0995 UCOM(LL)=UNIF(A)*DC/RATlO 
GO JO 1000 0995 DCUM(LL)=DC 1000 CONTINUE 1020 DO 1050 I3=1,NL 
CALL QKUtR(NI,UNXF) 
CALL FAC0M(DC0M(X3)) 
DO 1030 UI=lrNL UO 1029 JJJ=1»NI A(JjJ»III)rO. 
1029 CONjlNUE 
1030 CONTINUE 
UO 1040 KCrlrNI 
J R = K O R D U C ) 
AUR,I3)=FAC(KC) 1040 CONTINUE 1050 CONTINUE C C ** GENERATE THE OBSERVATIONS ** C 
00 1500 II=1,NI 
UO 1490 J J=1 , N J 
UO 1480 KK=1,NI4 
CALL XVECl(RNORMl»UNlF) 
UO 1470 LL=1,NL 
YlllrJJ>KK»LL)=A(IIfLL)+XVEClLU 1470 CONTINUE 1480 CONTINUE 1490 CONTINUE 1500 CONTINUE C C ** COMPUTE THE MANOVA ** C 
C ** COMPUTE THE CELL MEANS ** 
C 
00 1600 IC=1#NI 
UO 1590 JC=1»NJ •0 1560 LC=1»NL SUMrO.O UO 1570 KC=1,NI4 
SUMrSUM*Y<IC»JC»KC»LC) 1570 CONTINUE 
C U C » JC»LC)=SUM 1580 CONTINUE 1590 CONTINUE 1600 CONTINUE C 
C ** COMPUTE THE COLUMN TREATMENTS ** C 
•0 1700 JC=1 ,NJ 
UO 1690 LC=1,NL SUM=0.0 UO 1680 IC=1,NI UO 1670 *C=1»NI4 bUM=SUM+r(lC,JC»KC»LO 1670 CONTINUE 1680 CONTINUE TUC»LC)=SUM 1690 CONTINUE 1700 CONTINUE C C ** COMPUTE THE ROW TREATMENTS ** 
80 
c . . . . 0  180  iCsltNX 0  1790 LCslrNL SUMrO.  0  1780 JCslrNJ 0  170 *C=1»NI4 SUM=SUM+Y(IC,J»KCfLC) 170 CONTIUE 1780 CONTIUE K(iC»LO=SUM 1790 CONTIUE 180  CONTIUE 
C C ** COMMUTE THE GRAND TOTALS ** C DO 190  LC=1»NL SUM=Q.O DO 1890 KC = 1»NI'* UO 1830 JC=1»NJ UO 1870 iC=l»Nl SUM=SUM+Y (IC, JOKCtLC) 1870 CONTIUE 180  CONTlfJUE 1890 CONTIUE GILC)=SUM 190  CONTIUE C  ** COMPUTE THE HI MATRIX ** C DO 200 IL=1»NL  190 JL=1»NL SUM=0,  O I9b0 1C=1»NI SUM=5UM+R(ICIL)*R<IC» JL) 1980 CONTIUE NJK=NJ*Nli+ Y1=NJK SUf>l=SÛ/Yl N1JK=NI*NJ*NIU Yi=NlJK Ml(IL,JL)=SUM-GCIL)*G(JL)/Y1 190 CONTIUE 200 CONTIUE C C ** COMPUTE THE E MATRIX ** C 
DO 210  1L=1»NL 
UO 2090 JL=1»NL 
SUMl=0.  DO 2060 IC=1»NI UO 2050 JC=1»NJ UO 2040 KC =1,NI4 SM1=SUM1+Y(I»J»KC»IL > *Y H C , JC, KC , JL> 2040 CONTIE 56 2,  
UO 2080 lCsl'NX 00 2070 JC=1»NJ SUM2=SUH2+C(IC,JC»lL)*CUt>Jt,JL) 2070 CONTINUE 2080 CONTINUE Yl=Nl4 UlL'JL) =SUM1-SUM2/Y1 2090 CONTINUE 2100 CONTINUE IFiNî .Nc.l) GO TO 2&00 C C ** COMPUTE THE H2 MATRIX ** C 
DO 2200 IL=1,NL 00 2190 JL=1,NL SUM=0.0 
UO 2130 JC=lfNJ bUM=SUM + T(JC,IL)*T(JC'JL> 2180 CONTINUE Yl=(NI*Nl4) 
SUM=SUM/Y1 
Y1=(NI*NJ*NI4) 
hZULtJL)=SUM - G(lL)*G<J«-)/Yl 2190 CONTINUE 2200 CONTINUE C C ** COMPUTE THE TOTALS MATRIX ** C UO 2300 IL=1,NL 00 2290 JL=1,NL SUMi=0.0 UO 2260 IC=1,NI UO 2250 JC=1,NJ 00 2240 KC=1,NI4 SUM!=SUMl + Y(lC»JCrKCrID*YtlC»jC»KC»JL) 2240 CONTINUE 2250 CONTINUE 2260 CONTINUE Y1=(NI*NJ*NI4) Z(lLrJL) = SUM1 - G(ILJ*G*ULJ/Y1 2290 CONTINUE 2300 CONTINUE C 
C ** COMPUTE THE H3 MATRIX ** 
C 
UO 2̂ 00 1L=1,NL 
UO 2390 JL=1,NL 
H3(IL#JL)=Z<IL,JL)-H1UL,JL)-H2(IL»JL)-E<IL,JL) 2390 CONTINUE 2400 CONTINUE C C ** REPLACE E MATRIX WITH H3 MATRIX ** C UO 2500 lL=ltNL UO 2490 JL=ltNL 
t(lL»JL)=H3UL» JL) 2490 CONTINUE 
2500 CONjlNUE C 
C ** COMPUTE THE TEST STATISTIC OF THE WANOVA * * 
C 2600 CALL MATADD VU)=2. CALL 3JR(E,20»20»NL,NL»$9'93»JD»V> 
I F ly(2>.EQ#0.0) GO TO 9793 
ED=V(2) tS=V(l) V(l)=2, CALL GJR(HD»20»20»NLrNL»$9793,JD,V) XF(v(2).EQ.0,0) GO TO 979* HT=V(2) HS=vU) tD=EXP(EO) ED=sIGN(ED,ES) HT=EXP(HT) MT=sI'3NtHT»HS) CV=ED/HT C C ** T£ST THE CRITICAL VALUE OF THE TEST STATISTIC C 
I F ICV.GT.CRITV) GO T ° 3000 
POWER=POW£R +1.0 3000 CONTINUE 8500 CONTINUE 
GO TO 9601 C C ** ERROR MESSAGES ** C 
9791 WRITE(6»010U 
GO TO 9801 9793 WKITE(6»0105) 
GO J O 9001 9795 WRITE(6»U103) 
GO TO 9801 
C C ** COMPUTE THE POWERS BY SAMPLt SIZE ** C 
9801 »=NN 
POW£K=POvvER/W 
C C ** OUTPUT SECTION ** C 
WRITE(6»0118> WRITE(6»0122> WR1TE<6»0124) NI4»P0WER WRlTE(6»0l<+7) READ(5»0l51»END=979i) IZ lF(lZ.NE.IRES) GO To 9990 WRlTE(6»Gl48) KEAQ(5 0151»END=979;) IZ IF IIZ.NE.IRES) GO To 0900 GO TO 909990 CONTIUE END 
83 
SUBROUTINE CRIT(NIrN»Jf I4,NL»ALPHA»tMlNrCHl»CRlTV#ERR0R) C ** THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THt SECONO-ORDER APPROXIMATION C *• GF THE CRITICAL VALUE OF THE MANOVA T&ST UslN© THE BOX C ** MtyHOO UY MEANS OF A NONLINEAR SEARCH OPTIMIZATION C ** ROUTINE FOR A GIVEN PROBABILITY 0 ^ TYPE I ERROR, ALPHA. 
INTEGER ERROR S=l, - ALPHA KOUnT=l ULLr.Ol 
P=NL 
Q 1 = ( N I - 1 ) bN=(NI*NJ*<U-l> ) IF<I4.EQ.1) SN=CNI-1)*(NJ-1) Zh-Nl 
bN=SN+ZR U2=ZR-Ql CM-BN-02-,5*(P+Q1+1,) G=(p*Ql*(p**2+Ql**2-5,))/4d. KDKi=NL*(NI-l) KUK2=KDFl+4 
X=CHIN(ALPHA,KDF1»$900) 100 2=CHi (X»KDF1,S900) +(CHICX»KDF2»$900)-CHKx#KDFl#$900) )*G/(CM**2) 
XEWF=S-Z 
I F ( X E W F . L T . O . O ) XEWF=-XEwF 
I F ( K O U N T . N E . I ) GO TO 200 
K0UNT=K0UNT+1 150 Y=X X=Y+UEL OLUF=XEWF 
GO xO 1UU --200 iF(xtWF-CLDF)201»20lf202 201 IFCxEwF.LT,.00001) GO TO 800 UEL=UEL*3,0 OLOF=XEWF 
GO TO 150 
202 UEL=D£L*Ut5) XEWF=0LUF GO TO 150 
800 CKlTV=EXP(X/(-CM) bO TO 950 900 EKRoR=l bO TO 990 950 ERRoR=2 990 CONTINUE KETuRN 
END 
84 
SUBROUTINE CMAT1 C ** THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THt C-HATRix REQUIRED TO GENERATE C ** MULTIVARIATE NORMAL RANDOM VECTORS* SUCH THAT CĈSlMA, C ** WHER SIMA IS THE POPULATION COVARINCE MATRIX. COMON /TWO/ N COON /FIVE/ SIGMA(20,20> COMON /SIX/ CMAT(2o»20> DO 110 J=lrN IF(j.GE.2) GO TO 91 
DO 81 I=1»N 
CMAT(I * 1)=S13MA11r1)/SORT ISIW (l»1)) 61 CONTIUE GO TO 1 1 0 
9 1 U  1 0 5 I=1,N 
IF(J.GE.Ul) GO TO 104 
1F(J•NE «1) GO TO 95 
suai=o.o 
L=I-1 
0  93 K=1»L SUi3=iUBl+CMAT(I»K)*2 93 CONTIUE CMATdr J)=SQRT(SIGMA(I, J)-SUt>l> GO TO 1 0 5 95 SUt32=0.0 
L=J-1 DO 97 K=1»L SUb2=SUBei+CMAT (1»K ) *CMAT N» K) 97 CONTIUE CMAT(I»U)=(SIGMA(I»J)-SUB?)/CMAT(J»J) GO TO 1 0 5 
1 0 4 CN.AT(I» J ) = 0 . 0 105 CONTIUE 110 CONTIUE KETuR  
END 
SUBROUTINE FACOM(D) 
LOMMON / N I N E / X<20) 
COMMON / L L E V E N / NI UO 5 0 I=1»NI XU)=G. 
5 0 CONTINUE 
1MOD=0 
Y=NI 
NM=NI !FUMOD(Yr2.) .GT.1) IM0D=1 
I F I I M U O . E Q , 1 ) NN=NN-1 
Y-NN 
K=U/Y 
K=SGRT(K) UO 1 0 0 1=1»NN,2 X ( 1 )=i« 
1 1 = 1 + 1 XUl)=-R 
1 0 0 CONTINUE IF(lMOD.EQ,l) X(NI)=0. KETuRN 
END 
85 
SUBROUTINE; XVEXKKNORMlfllFJ C ** THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES MULTIVARIATE NORMAL RANDOM VECTORS C ** USING THE TRANSFORMATION Y=Cx + U» WHER C IS THE MATRIX C ** FK0M SUBROUTINE CaT, AND X IS A P-DlMENsIONAL VECTOR FROM C ** NI 0•1) • 
CO My, ON /TWO/ N COMON /SIX/ CMAT(2Qr20) C  /SEVEN/ ZVEC(20)rU<20)»XVEC<20)>BUF<20) UO zl I=1,N#2 ZVEc(I)=RN0RM1(UNIF»RN0RM210• * 1,0) 1=1+1 ZV£C(ID=RN0RM2 27 ONTIUE UO 121 I=1,N SUM=0.  UO 111 J=1»N SMrSUM+CMAT(I»J)*ZVEC(J) 111 CONTIUE BUF(I)=SUM 121 CONTIUE 
DO i3l K=i,N XVEc(K)=BUF(K)+U(K) 131 CONTIE KETuRN LNO SUiRUri.E OROEKIN'UNIF) _ m,lk. C ** HIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY ASIGNS ORDER To A P-DIMENSIONAL C *• VECTOR'S CMPONENTS. CMON /THREE/ K0R0(2C) COON /FOUR/ KUSE0(20) DO 10  1=1»N K0RDd)=0 KUSEU(I)=0 10  CONTI'UE LEFT=N UO 50  U=1,N X=UNlF(X) UO 4U0 K=i,LEFT Y=FlOATU) Y=Y/FLOA|(LEFT) lF(x-̂T.Y) GO TO 40o LU=0 O 30  M=i,N 1F(KDSED(M).NE.0) SO TO 30  LU=LD+1 IF(LD.NE.K) GO TO 3o<> KUSEUIM>=1 KORD(J)=̂ G  TO 450 30  CONTIUE 40  CONTIUE 450 L£Ft=LEFT-1 50  CONTIUE KETuRN 
END 
86 
FUNCTION RNORM1 (UNlF »RN0RM2# U# SIG2) C •* THIS FUNCTION PKODuCES INJEPENOEN" NORMAL VARIATES WITH ME*N C *» U ANJ VARINCE SIS2 BY .MtAN> OF T«E BOx ANQ MULER C *• TRANSFORMATION OF UNIFORM(0»1) DEVlATESt TPI=6.2631852 
A=UNIF(X) 
B=UNIF(X) KNORM1=U+SQRT(-2,0*SIG2*AL06U) )*COS(TPl*B) KNOR2=U+SQRT(-2.0*SIG2*ALOGU) >*SlN<TPl*B> ETuRN ENO 
SUBROUTINE ASGNOR(0,DCOM,UNIF) 
C • * THIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY ASSIGNS *HE COMPONENTS OF A EUCLIDEAN 
C * * OM SULH THAT THE COMPONENTS ARE IN NoRM EQUAL TO THE ORIGINAL C ** ORM. 
COMMON /TWO/ N 




DO 10  1=1»M J=K0RJ(D DCOM(J)=R*UNIF(A) R=R-DCOM(j) 
10  CONTINUE 
J=KoRJ(N) UCOM(J)=R 
DO 20  K=l,N UCOM(K)= SQRT(OCOM<K)) 
20  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
.SBRUTINE ASGAX<DfCOM»UNIM C ** Trti  SUBRUTINE RANDOMLY ASIGNS THE COMPONENTS OF A SUPREMUM C ** NORM SUCH THAT THE COMPONENTS ARE IN NoRM EQUAL TO THE ORIGINAL C ** NORM. COMON /TWO/N COON /THRE/KORO C2O) DIMENSION DCOM(20) =N-1 DO 10  I=1#M J=K0RD(D UCOM(J)=0*UNIF(A) 10  CONTIUE J=KoRD(N) UCUM(J)=U RETURN END 
87 
FUNCTION ! I N I F ( A ) 
C * * THIS FUNCTION PRODUCES DEVIATES WITH U N I F O R M ( 0 , 1 > DISTRIBUTION C ** BY THE MULTIPLICATIVE CONbRUENTlAL OVERFLOW METHOD. IT wlk. 
C * * V.ORK ONLY ON A COMPUTER WITH A 36 BIT WORD SIZE. C 
DATA I Y / 9 6 5 8 1 / 








This appendix contains a complete FORTRAN IV l ist­
ing of a program which computes the multiple correlation 
coefficients of a set of responses, given the sample corre­
lation or covariance matrix. The program is interactive; 
input is in free-field format. The program listing follows 
an example of its use. 
89 
@XQT ZCORR.MLT 
*** MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT PROGRAM *** 
ENTER THE DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE 
7 
ENTER THE SAMPLE COVARIANCE MATRIX 
1. ,.00,-.06,-.1 2,.00,-.1 7 ,.1 6 
.00,1. ,.01 ,-.1 1 ,.01 ,-.04,.76 
-.06,-01,1.,.68,-.49,.56,.07 
-.12,-.11,.68,1.,-.21,.72,-.04 
.00,-01 ,-.49 ,-.21 , 1.,-.26 ,-.1 1 
-.1 7 ,-.04 ,.56 ,.72 ,-.26 ,1. ,-.08 
.16,.76,.07,-.04,-.11,-.08,1. 
R< 1 I**2 = .086375 
Rl ;i 1 = .293896 
R( '2, **2 = .611968 
R( 2] = .782284 
R( 3 I**2 = .594059 
R( 3 1 = .770752 
R( 4 I**2 = .657847 
TO
 [4 1 = .811078 
R( 5 i**2 = .496048 
R( 5] = .704307 
R< 6] ** 2 = .553953 
R( 6] .744280 
R( 7, I**2 = .622111 
R( 7) = .788740 
DETERMINANT IS .06612 
NORMAL EXIT. EXECUTION TIME: 166 MLSEC. 
90 
I N T E G E R P O S < 2 0 > 
D I M E N S I O N S<20»20)»C(20*20)»M2(20»20)»Sl2T(20»20>pS22(20»20) 
D I M E N S I O N JD(20>»V(2>»A<2U»2U),B(20,20) 
0 0 1 F O R M A T ( ) 
WRUTT.<6»L0L> 
1 0 1 F0R M A T(/»5X »'*** M U L T I P L E C O R R E L A T I O N C O E F F I C I E N T P R O G R A M * * * • ) 
WFSLTE(6R 1 0 3 ) 
1 0 3 P 0 « M A T ( / , 2 X » ' E N T E R T H E D I M E N S I O N 0 ^ T H E R E S P O N S E ' ) 
R E A Q(5,O0D N L 
W R L T E ( 6 , 1 0 5 ) 
1 0 5 F 0 R M A T ( / , 2 X R ' E N T E R jHE S A ^ P L T C O V A K I A N C E M A T R I X * ) 
K E A D ( 5 F O 0 L ) ( ( C ( I , J ) R J = 1 , N L ) » I = 1 » N L ) 
N 2 = N L - 1 
NJ. = 1 
U O 9OO I P R L R N L 
I F ( L P . N E . L ) GO T O 1 7 5 
D O I 5 0 I C = 1 , N L 
P 0 S ( 1 C ) = I C 
1 5 0 C O N T I N U E 
GO T O 2 0 0 
1 7 5 P O S ( L ) = I P 
P C S ( 2 ) = 1 
1 K = 2 
D O 1 9 0 I C = 3 » N L 
I F L I P . E Q . I K ) 1 K = I K + 1 
P 0 S ( I C ) = I K 
1 K = I K + 1 
1 9 0 C O N T I N U E 
2 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
UO 2 5 0 I C = 1 » N L 
! A = P O S ( L C ) 
D O 2 ^ 0 J C R L . N L 
J A = P O S ( J C ) 
S ( I C » J C ) = C ( L A , J A ) 
2 4 0 C O N T I N U E 
2 5 0 C O N T I N U E 
U O 3 0 0 I C = 1 » N 2 
I A = I C + L 
U O 2 9 0 J C = 1 » N 2 
J A = J C + L 
S 2 2 ( L C R J C ) = S ( I A » J A ) 
2 9 0 C O N T I N U E 
3 0 0 C O N T I N U E 
UO 3 2 0 J C = 1 » N 2 
J A = J C + L 
S 1 2 T ( 1 , J C ) = S ( 1 » J A ) 
3 2 0 C O N T I N U E 
UO 3 4 0 I C = 1 , N 2 
I A = I C + L 
S 1 2 ( I C R L ) = S ( L A , L ) 
3 4 0 C O N T I N U E 
V H ) = I . 
C A L L O J K ( S 2 2 , 2 0 R 2 0 » N 2 , N 2 » S 9 5 0 , J O , V J 
C A L L L U M U T ( S L 2 T » S 2 2 , A , N L # N 2 , ^ 2 R 2 0 » < I 0 ) 
C A L L M X M L T ( A , S 1 2 R 8 R N L R N 2 , N L , 2 0 ' 2 0 ) 
K = B ( 1 , 1 ) / S ( L F I ) 
91 
WRlTE<6rl09> IP»R 
1 0 9 H0RMAr(//»2X»»R(»»Il»M**2 =ffFlQ,b) 
K=bQKT(K) 
WR1T£(6»U1> 1P»R 
1 1 1 l"ORMAn/,2X» »R( • » H » 1 ) =»'F10.6> 




1 1 3 KORMAf(//#2X»»D£TERMXNANT IS »fFlO«5) 




This appendix contains a complete FORTRAN IV listing 
of a program which computes the test stat ist ic used to test 
whether two sets of responses are independent using the 
results of (2.39) and (2 .40) . The program is interactive; 
input is in free-field formal. The listing follows an exam­
ple of its use. 
93 
@XQT ZCORR.INDSET 
**TEST FOR INDEPENDENCE OF 2 SETS OF VARIATES** 
ENTER THE DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE 
6 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIATES IN 1ST SET 
2 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIATES IN 2ND SET 






.76,.067 ,-.04,-.1 1 ,-.08 ,1 . 
1 
ENTER THE INDEX NRS OF 1ST SET OF VARIATES 
6 
ENTER THE INDEX NRS OF 2ND SET OF VARIATES 
2,3,4,5 






DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE = 6 
NR OF VARIATES IN 1ST SET = 2 
NR OF VARIATES IN 2ND SET = 4 
SAMPLE SIZE = 42 
ALPHA = .05 






































** TEST STATISTIC = 3.5587 
** CRITICAL VALUE = 15.5073 
** FAIL TO REJECT INDEPENDENCE ** 





001 FORMAT( ) 
WR1TE(6,101) 
101 FORMAT(1H1,2X,»**TEsT FOR INDEPENDENCE OF 2 SETS OF VARIATES**') 
WRIT£-(6»103) 
103 FORMAT I/,2X»'ENTER T HE DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE') 
READ(5,00l,END=995) NL 
WR1TE(6,105) 
105 FORMAT(/»2X»'ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIATES I N 1ST SET') REAo(5,00l,END=995) Nl 
WRlTE(6rl07) 
107 FORMAT(/r2X*•ENTER THE NUMBER OF VARIATES I N 2ND SET*) 
REAQ(5,0Ul,END=995) N2 
WRITE(6»109) 
109 FORMAT(/,2X»'ENTER THE SAMPLt COVARIANCE MATRIX') 
READ(5,0cl,END=995)((R(I»DJ„J=1,MLJ,I=1,NL) 
WRITE(6» ill) 
111 F0RMAT(/,2X»'ENTER THE INDEX NRS OF 1ST SET OF VARIATES') 
REAQ(5,00l,END=995)(POS<I>»I=l»Nl) 
VJR ITE I O, 113) 




115 FORMAT ( / »2X» • ENTER THE SAMPLE SIZE') 
READ(5,00l,END=995) NS 
WRITE(6»117) 
117 FORMAT</r2X»'ENTER ALPHA') REAo(5,00l,END=995) ALPHA 
DO 30U IC=1,NL 
IA=pOS(lC) 
DO 2^0 JC=1,NL 
J A=pOS ( J C ) 




121 F0RMA T(/,5X ,•** DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE =•»12) 
WRITE16»122) Nl 
122 FORMAT(/,5X»•** NR OF VARIATES IN 1ST SET ='»I2) 
WRITE(6'123) N2 
123 FORMAT(/r5X,'** NR OF VARIATES IN 2ND SET ='»I2) 
WRlTE(6»l24) NS 
124 F0RM * T(/,5X ,•** SAMPLE SIZE ='»13) 
WRITEI6r125) ALPHA 
125 F0RMAT(/,5X»•** ALpHA = "F3.2) 
WRlTE(6ri26) 
126 P 0 R M A T l / , 5 X , R E A R R A N G E D COVARIANCE MATRIX **•) 
127 F0RMAr(/,2Xr8(lX,F«,4)) 
DO 200 I - L » N L 
WRITE(6,127)(C(£>J),J=1»NL) 
200 CONTINUE 
UO i|00 IC = 1»N1 





UO 5U0 IC=1,N2 
1A=N1+IC 







YN2=N2 ' * 
Vl=YNS-UNl + YN2+l.>/2. 
V(l)=2, 














W K I T E ( 6 » 1 3 D CVT 
131 l-0kmAT(/>5Xr »** TEsT STATISTIC =»»F10.4> 
W R 1 T E ( 6 » 1 3 3 ) CRIT 
133 F-0RMAT(/r5Xr •** CRITICAL VALUE =»»F10.4> 
IF(CVT.GItCRIT) GO T° 800 
WRITE(6»135) 
135 F0RMAT(/,5X»•** HENCE FAIL TO REJECT INDEPENDENCE **») 
GO TO 90C 
800 WRITE(6»137) 






This appendix contains a complete FORTRAN IV listing 
of a program used to test whether a set of responses is 
independent using the results of (2 .38) . The program is 
interactive; input is in free-field format. The listing 
follows an example of its use. 
98 
@XQT ZCORR.INDEP 
** TEST FOR COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE ** 
ENTER THE DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE 









** DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE = 4 
** SAMPLE SIZE. = 42 
** ALPHA = .050 
** CORRELATION MATRIX ** 
1.0000 .6800 -.4900 .5600 
.6800 1.0000 -.2100 .7200 
-.4900 -.2100 1.0000 -.2600 
.5600 .7200 -.2600 1.0000 
THE VALUE OF THE TEST STATISTIC = 62.03133 
THE CRITICAL VALUE = 12.59159 
** HENCE REJECT INDEPENDENCE ** 
NORMAL EXIT. EXECUTION TIME: 109 MLSEC. 
99 
UlMfc-NSION R(20»20) * J(2.0> t v<2> WRXT£(6fiQl) 101 F0MmAT(1Mi,5x»•** TEST FUR COMPLETE INDEPNDENCE **•) WKItE(6»103> 
103 FOI<MAT(/,2X» 'ENTER DIMENSION OF THE RESpONSEM 
REAd(5,U01,END=999) NL 001 FORMAT( ) WRlTE(brl05) 105 FORMAT(/r2X»'ENTER THE SAMPLE CORELATION MATRIX*) REAd(5»0G1.END=999) (R(I,J)»U=l.NL),1=1,NL> *RlTE(6»107) 107 FORMAT(/»2X»'ENTER THE SAMPLE SIZE') READ(5r COi,END=99) NK WRlTE(6»lQ9) 109 F0RmAT(/#2X»'ENTER ALPHA') 
READ(5,0L-l,END=99) ALPHA 
WKlTE(6»l2l) NL 121 FORmAT(/,5X»•** DIMENSION OF THE RESPONSE ='»I2) kvRlTE(6» 125) NK 
125 FORMATl/,5Xr•*  SAMPLE SIZE =',IH> WRlTE(6»l27) ALPHA 127 FORMAT(/r bX »• ** ALpHA =»'F4.3> WR1tE(6»122) 12  formati/,5X,•** Corelation matrix **') DO 200 I=1.NL WRITE(6,123)(R(I»J)t=1»NL) 123 FORMAT(/r2X»10(lX»F6.M) 20  CNTIUE 
V(l)=2. 
CAL GJR(R,20»20»NL.NL,$90»JC»V) EU=V<2) YN=nK-1 M=(2*NL+5) Y=yM/6. YN=-(YN-YM) chiso=yn*ed 1DF=(NL*(NL-1)/2 
CV=CHIN(MLPHA,IDFrSgOO) WRItE(6»1H) CHISQ 111 F0RMAT(/»5X»'THE VALUE OF THt TEST STATISTIC ='.F10,5) WRlTE(6»13> CV 113 FORmA T(/»5X»•THE CRITCAL VALUE =t»Fl0.5) lF(cHISO.GE.CV) GO TO 80  WR1tE(6»U5) 115 FORMAT(/,5X»•*  HENCE FAIL 10 REJCT INDEPNDENCE **•) GO TO 90  80  WKItE(6»117) 17 FRMT(/5»•*  HEnCE REJCT INDEPNDENCE * * M 90 CNUE 9END 
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